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Short Synopsis 
1940, London, the Blitz; with the country’s morale at stake, Catrin, an untried 
screenwriter, and a makeshift cast and crew, work under fire to make a film to lift 
the nation’s spirits - and inspire America to join the war.  A witty, romantic and 
moving portrayal of a young woman finding her way, and her voice, in the mayhem 
of war… and the movies! 
  
Long Synopsis 
In the midst of the devastating Second World War, with increasing numbers of men 
drafted to fight for their lives on the frontline, bombs continued to drop relentlessly 
on London. Those left behind, made up predominantly of women, children and the 
elderly, were in need of something uplifting they could relate to. As a result movies 
became a crucial outlet to help raise the spirits of the nation during this bleak time. 
Going to the pictures gave an opportunity to reach out to the community and to 
provide hope and optimism, but audiences demanded realism. 
  
Catrin Cole (Gemma Arterton) a smart copywriter, is employed to write female 
dialogue, (patronisingly referred to as ‘slop’ by her male co writers), for original 
propaganda feature films that would reflect the new mood of the nation, and help 
tap into the hearts and imaginations of the fast growing women’s 
workforce.  Partnered alongside fellow screenwriter, the forthright Buckley (Sam 
Claflin), the pair become enamoured with one particular patriotic tale; of twin sisters 
who set out to sea in their drunken father's rickety old boat to rescue brave, 
wounded soldiers in Dunkirk. 
  
Striving to maintain a commitment to realism, Catrin is unenthused when 
discovering the heroic rescue is partly fabricated, yet with an obligation to boost 
morale, and her own meagre finances in jeopardy, she begins writing the story the 
people will want to hear. While immersed in this profound, romantic tale she begins 
one of very own, as the talented wordsmith not only becomes a popular, endearing 
asset in the eyes of the Ministry of Information – who have to approve all scripts – 
but to Buckley too. 
  
While trying to navigate her way around this tricky situation, given Catrin has a 
husband at home in war artist Ellis (Jack Huston), she sets off to the South West 
Coast to begin production on the movie. Leading the film’s cast is the self-absorbed, 
yet charismatic thespian Ambrose Hilliard (Bill Nighy), begrudgingly settling for a 
supporting role and coming to terms with the fact his days of being a romantic lead 
could well be behind him. Pushing the disgruntled actor to accept his new career 
path, is his recently inherited agent (Helen McCrory), the sister to his suddenly 
deceased lifelong friend and agent Sammy (Eddie Marsan). 
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Hilliard is joined by heroic American pilot Carl Lundbeck (Jake Lacy), a non-
professional actor in need of extensive rehearsals, hired to encourage an American 
audience and nation to join Britain in its fight against Nazi Germany.  
While they get stuck in to the material and the shooting is underway, Catrin and 
Buckley continue to spend much time in one another's company, striking up an 
intimate affinity that proves that there can be just as much passion behind the 
camera, as there is onscreen. 
  
Feeling the pull of her responsibilities to Ellis, Catrin heads home to Blitz ravaged 
London, only to discover him in flagrante with another woman. Feeling emotionally 
crushed, Catrin returns to Norfolk, and Buckley, to help finish what they started, 
making a film that will warm the hearts of the nation, and capture the imagination of 
the American population.  
 
It is through the power of film and her new found love of Buckley that Catrin’s eyes 
are opened to who she truly is and the possibility of starting a new life, after all, if 
there is one thing she has learnt from her time spent in the film industry, it's that the 
show must always go on. 
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PRESS NOTES 
 
A Happy Coincidence 
Though long-listed for the Orange Prize for Fiction in 2009, Lissa Evans' novel Their 
Finest Hour and a Half went under the radar somewhat, and so for this particular 
tale to independently fall into the laps and inspire two powerhouse producers in 
British cinema at the very same time, was rather fortuitous. 
  
Amanda Posey had originally begun her career in the film industry working for 
Stephen Woolley, and has since enjoyed success, having been Oscar-nominated for 
An Education, and more recently for Brooklyn. Woolley, who came fresh off the back 
of the multi Oscar nominated Carol, is an eminent producer longstanding in the 
British film industry, Oscar nominated for The Crying Game. He has also 
produced Interview With A Vampire and Made in Dagenham. As a Londoner 
renowned for his historical films of the city, he was drawn to the subject matter and 
period, as well as the cinematic content and superb prose writing of Lissa’s novel. 
However, it was the combination of Lissa’s amazing character portrayals and 
clever humour that hooked him. 
  
“I loved the book so much it set me off to find out whether the rights were free for 
Number 9, only to discover that somebody else was bidding for them, and that 
person was Amanda,” said Woolley. 
  
Posey then explained how she first became enamoured by this novel, and why she 
felt that Gaby Chiappe, who had yet to pen a feature length film, was so perfect for 
the job.  
  
“I had read two of Lissa's previous novels and really loved her writing, so I had 
always been interested,” she explained. “It has incredible richness and depth in its 
detail, I loved the evocation of that period of the war. It was shining a light on a part 
of British film history that had been rarely seen and interrogated before, but doing it 
in the context of this story, of a young woman developing her skills as a writer and 
learning about life and love through that collaborative process of writing and making 
a film.” 
  
“I then discovered that Gaby, who was entirely a TV writer, wanted to adapt it, but I 
was really impressed by her take on it. At this point I hadn't optioned the book, but 
then I got a call from Stephen, and he proposed that instead of us fighting it out, why 
don't we try and do it together. We thought it would be wonderful to collaborate in 
this way. It was a happy coincidence that we were both drawn to it at the same 
time.” 
  
Woolley admits that initially he was unsure about leaving a project of this magnitude 
in the hands of an inexperienced screenwriter, but executive producer Christine 
Langan at BBC Films and Amanda were so enthusiastic about Gaby’s talent and 
suitability for the job that, “In the back of my mind, I thought that if it didn’t work 
out that we could get another, more experienced film writer. But Gaby did such a 
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brilliant job in making the script the story we wanted, while keeping all the elements 
that were so important to us. And once we were lucky enough to hook up with a 
director as talented and skilled as Lone we never looked back.” 
 
Lone Scherfig, the director of Their Finest, felt that Chiappe's experience on the 
smaller screen informed this screenplay, particularly when tasked with adapting such 
an intricate narrative with a myriad of characters and intersecting stories. 
  
“Because of Gaby's long running television background, she trusts that you can tell 
very complex stories, and you could easily make two feature films from the original 
book. It's a very rich script, packed with detail. Still, Gaby’s writing is quite minimal, 
leaving lots of space to make stylistic decisions and move the script onto a bigger, 
more generous, but less forgiving screen. 
 
Chiappe, who claimed that “the divide between whether people are screenwriters or 
telly writers is artificial”, shadows the sentiments of the two producers, claiming it 
was Evans' humour that initially drew her in, while she explains how surreal the 
entire experience has been for her. 
  
“Lissa's sense of humour tickles me. It's affectionate but incredibly incisive, it's not 
without rigour. She manages to be warm and funny and the humour isn't nasty, it's 
sly. Even when the story was painful the novel was still funny,” she continued. “The 
whole experience felt unreal. The day I went down to the read-through, I just 
couldn't quite take it in, there were a bunch of incredibly famous people sitting 
round a table reading a script that I had written, it just didn't feel real.” 
  
“Even when I watch it, knowing what will happen and what every character is going 
to say, it still feels like watching a film, I felt detached in the best possible way. It 
doesn't look like the film that was inside my head, that only exists in my imagination. 
There's a little period where you have to let go of the reels you've been running in 
your mind and embrace the one that actually exists.” 
  
In Evans' original novel there are three paramount characters we follow, Catrin, 
Ambrose and Edith – and the latter has been entirely cut out from this 
adaptation though parts of her are revived in the character of Phyl.  As Woolley 
explains, the focus had to remain on Catrin, and certain sacrifices were needed in 
order to accommodate that.  
  
“We meticulously recreated the characters from the book as well as we could, but 
we also realised that it had to be a journey, so we made it about Catrin, and her 
relationship with Buckley, which became the central spine of the film script,” he 
continued. “We lost Edith because there was no way we could fit her story in as well, 
and something had to be dropped. We were also keen to make it a modern story. 
War films made at the time did generally tend to reflect the male experience of war, 
so we wanted to make a film that was not just the female experience of becoming a 
writer, but a female experience of being in the Blitz in London and coping with a 
society that was on the brink of changing from being so male-dominated, to being a 
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society were women weren't just tolerated, they were expected to step into the 
breach and take on male roles in society. Not just in the world of film, but the world 
around them.” 
  
Establishing the Tone 
To craft a film that maintains a sense of ineffable enchantment, while at the same 
time not compromising on the sheer severity of war, to interject humour and 
tragedy in a compatible way, is by no means an easy task. For Amanda Posey, getting 
that balance completely right was a primary concern.  
  
“The authentic darkness of war is always reflected visually and in the story,” she 
said. “There's a careful grouping of difficulties that puncture the film, that remind 
you all the time there is a matter of life and death happening underneath all of this, 
and it stops it ever becoming too frivolous, to always remain respectful to the truth 
of the time,” she explained. “But it was a concern and something that influenced our 
attitude to the CGI, the locations, the costumes, everything.” 
  
Tonally, the feature was left in rather accomplished hands, and Scherfig explained 
that a narrative of this nature is what she thrives in as a filmmaker.  
  
“I almost always use the humour as a crowbar into something more serious and vice 
versa,” she said. For this film, I designed a fairly strict model most artistic decisions 
from all departments could be based on, but from then on loosened up in order to 
ensure the humour and give people artistic license. I can get idiosyncratic with small 
elements or be thrilled with details cast or crew suggest, but most importantly I 
need to create an atmosphere where the humor and trust can thrive, which has to 
do with choosing your battles.” 
  
For all of the devastation caused during the Second World War, there was also a 
sense of community amongst those left back in Britain, and this was a vital notion 
that the two producers were determined to get across.  
  
“That generation often referred to the war as being the best time of their lives 
because this was a time when everybody pulled together and had a common 
purpose,” said Posey. “I love the interweaving of the story set against the Blitz and 
the making of a film, as it's exactly the same spirit that you take to a communal 
artistic endeavour, especially one where your backs are against the wall.” 
  
Woolley was quick to agree with his colleague on the matter, “Life has got to be 
loved and enjoyed and got on with, you can't think about what you might do 
tomorrow anymore, because tomorrow might not be there. That brings a 
community together. Our days might be numbered but at least let's enjoy the days 
we have left. It's a terrible thing to say about war, but there's a joyous side to it, 
which is that community does come together and we wanted to celebrate that.” 
  
“There was a huge amount of laughter and a huge amount of grin and bear it, but 
that was all masking the reality of husbands and brothers and fathers and sons all 
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going off to war and dying. There's a constant reminder of that throughout the film 
and that's really important for the tone. We could have made the film as a comedy, 
but you have to know that death is present, and that life is precious and you can't 
just stop, you have to carry on and enjoy it, and still be ambitious and still find 
humour.” 
  
Sam Claflin, who plays Buckley, was also aware of the spirit in the UK at the time, 
and how essential it is that Their Finest is on hand to reflect that. 
  
“Not everyone was depressed, people went to the cinema, they wanted to laugh, 
and there were people writing the scripts to make people laugh. It wasn't just the 
soldiers who won the war, the people on the ground did too, everyone was in it 
together.” 
  
His co-star Bill Nighy, who plays the indelible comic creation of Ambrose Hilliard, an 
ageing, conceited thespian, was aware that in spite of the evident spirit, it remains a 
delicate line to walk. 
  
“There's an enormous nostalgia for that period, and yet had you lived through it, it 
would have been an incredibly tough and tragic time, where hundreds of thousands 
of people of died in London and there was a constant threat that you might not 
wake up tomorrow, or your family might be killed, and people lived with that for six 
years,” he said. “The idea there was something bigger than everything gave people 
something other than their own concerns to attend to, and it freed them in a way. 
People are resilient in times of great peril, and they still find time to moan about 
stuff, or to fall in love or to have a laugh.” 
  
“I was accustomed to stories about that time from my mother and father, and the 
script is very clever, it's sophisticated and it gives you a very detailed and specific 
idea of how an average day might have been during the Blitz, if there was such a 
thing.” 
  
The task of balancing the charm with the bleak sense of reality was left in the hands 
of Chiappe, and she felt similarly to Nighy, uncomfortable about romanticising about 
the war, and yet ensuring that the palpable sense of community came through in the 
screenplay.  
  
“People remained who they were, there was a certain stoicism which you choose to 
see as being heroic, if you wanted to, but I think it was a bit more practical than that. 
Somebody's shop would be bombed and then you'd see a sign that said, 'open for 
business' – because what else are you going to do? That resilience is very inspiring, 
but it is also extreme pragmatism,” she continued.  
  
“There's a practicality about the way people behaved which is both inspiring and just 
everyday common sense. It's easy to sentimentalise it, but I find it really interesting, 
and the propaganda films at the time were reflecting back a truth, a useful truth for 
British people to recognise themselves as those who keep their humour in the face 
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of pretty appalling things that were happening to them.” 
  
“But you've got to be careful because you can get sentimental about the war, 
because it was awful for most people, a lot of the time. But unlike most other 
horrible things that happen, it was happening to everybody. Everybody was being 
bombed, everybody was short of food, everybody was losing people, everybody was 
anxious. Maybe that collective experience is what people get sentimental about, 
feeling like you were part of something greater than yourself.” 
  
British Cinema During WW2 
The face of British cinema as we recognise it today was shaped, and informed during 
the 1940s – thanks to propaganda films much like the one our protagonists are 
crafting in Their Finest. The glitz and glamour of Hollywood was too far removed 
from reality, and audiences craved a pertinent reflection of their world, which 
filtered into the next generation of filmmakers from post-war Ealing to the ‘kitchen 
sink’ films of the late 50s and early 60s (Look Back in Anger, Cathy Come Home); to 
today’s filmmakers like Mike Leigh and Ken Loach.  
  
For Stephen Woolley, a life long appreciation of films  from this period  fuelled his 
passion as a British producer and  the knowledge he has acquired was also an 
invaluable asset to this project.   
  
“The story our film within a film, The Nancy Starling, is telling, of rescuing wounded 
soldiers in Dunkirk, is heightened, but people at the time could resonate with it,” he 
said. “. “There was a social responsibility to tell stories about real but ‘invisible 
people’ and that's what is so interesting about the new young filmmakers 
like Powell and Pressburger, David Lean and Carol Reed at that time. They 
were making films about ordinary people, because their lives were suddenly exciting 
and dangerous and full of often tragic consequences, they wanted to see 
their stories on screen not a complete diet of Hollywood escapism. So female writers 
like Diana Morgan an inspiration for Lissa Evans character of Catrin began to emerge 
organically. Originally from Wales Diana was hired by Ealing to write the "nausea" or 
slop for the female parts in their male dominated movies but very soon with so 
many movies being made that had a more female angle she was writing much more 
than just dialogue. As she says she got credit for films she hardly wrote and no credit 
for some of the movies she completely re wrote, so chaotic was the writing process 
that films were being written on the set, as events in the war changed daily. "  
  
“Many of the new films especially the Homefront movies reflected "the peoples 
war", gone were the stories about the stiff upper lips of the top brass in the military 
and their long suffering faithful wives and girlfriends and audiences didn't crave 
colourful biopics about important monarchs and historical whitewashing of the great 
British Empire. Instead they desired and demanded stories about the ordinary folk 
movies like In Which We Serve, Went The Day Well, The Foreman Went to France, 
One of Our Aircraft Is Missing, The Gentle Sex, Millions Like Us, The Bells Go Down 
and The Way Forward told the stories of people performing heroically under terrible 
conditions and often, but not always, triumphing. These films were often inspired or 
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extended from documentaries and short films that the Ministry of Information made 
as propaganda films. Excellent documentaries like Fires Were Started, London Can 
Take It, Night Shift and Listen to Britain and short informational films that featured 
comedians and big stars of the time. The massive West End theatre star Celia 
Johnson made her movie debut in two of these We Serve and Letter From Home the 
first a female recruitment film and the later shown exclusively in America a plea for 
American women to encourage the government join the war. Both directed by Carol 
Reed " 
  
“ The new crop of films were shot and made mainly at the studios in and 
around London where the bombing of unarmed defenceless people was at its most 
widespread and fatalities were high, and these films reflected the mood of the 
public, defiance laced with fatalistic humour (although looting was still a problem 
crime was remarkably low given the lack of policing). Incredibly, people were able to 
laugh at themselves and the situation with ease. Which was reflected in the films 
being made, in fact humour is the one recurrent theme that tied all of these films 
together.” 
 
“Making films during the wartime was extraordinary because as Carol Reed 
commented at the time when you turned up for work you didn't know whether or 
not your actors, your crew, your set or even your studio would be there! And the 
films had a real purpose, passing information to the beleaguered public, keeping 
their hopes high and alerting America and the rest of the free world (especially those 
earlier movies) that Britain was still alive and kicking. As filmmakers we always talk 
about cinema now as though it's life and death, every time an actor takes another 
film, or we lose financing but of course it isn't, but back then it really was, with 
almost 30 million people attending the cinema weekly in Britain and the majority of 
them women the need for those messages to be in movies was something that was 
imperative.” 
  
Woolley's passion for cinema at that time shines through within the film, and those 
who collaborated with the venerable producer admit that his knowledge and 
enthusiasm is infectious.  
  
“Stephen is the biggest film buff you can imagine, he's hugely inspirational, because 
he knows all of these films and he's seen them,” said Lone Scherfig. “It was a real 
privilege to work with someone of his caliber who understands and  appreciates 
what directors do.” 
  
Gemma Arterton, who plays the leading role of Catrin, also spoke of Woolley's 
impressive grasp of this particular era in British history. 
  
“Stephen is such a fan of wartime cinema and he has such a passion for that period,” 
she said. “He also makes films that have interesting roles for women so I usually 
listen if he tells me to do something. I was really lucky to have both Lone and 
Stephen chuck loads of stuff at me to watch.” 
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For Sam Claflin, being a recipient of Woolley's persistent stream of film 
recommendations hasn't ended simply because the film has.  
  
“Considering we've actually now finished the job, he still sends me silent movies, or 
movies of the time that he thinks I should see,” he laughed. “I'd like to think of 
myself as a film buff, but I'm a contemporary film buff, and I find it really, really 
difficult to find the time to watch old movies and go through the back catalogue of 
all the amazing films I've missed growing up. But he's someone who tries to worm as 
many classics into my schedule as possible. I can only say I'm grateful for it.” 
  
As for Amanda Posey, she felt that having Woolley's established knowledge allowed 
for her to focus more so on the story at hand, forging a prosperous working 
relationship for the duo.  
  
“We never had to worry about making sure Lone, myself, the HODs, had 
watched every British film made at the time because we knew Stephen had!” she 
said. “He was basically the archivist I'd turn to, the production designer would turn 
to and that Lone would turn to and say, 'is that right?'. Stephen brought a whole 
load of background information and research and filmic depth of knowledge. It was 
definitely inspiring but I also think it helped in a way that we weren’t both immersed 
in the detail of that history; we made a good combination!” 
  
A Gem in British Cinema 
Given the story of Their Finest revolves around the journey of Catrin, an internally 
powerful woman defying the sceptics to produce an accomplished propaganda 
screenplay, the feature required a truly special performer to take on the lead, and 
Gemma Arterton was the perfect fit.  
  
Having worked with Stephen Woolley before, the producer was thrilled he was able 
to get the actress on board to lead this production.  
  
“There's a reality to Gemma which is extraordinary, because people see her as them. 
She is really warm and human and she's brought all of her own personality to this 
part, and you just love the character of Catrin,” he explained. “I'm hoping this will be 
another movie that allows people around the world to see again what an incredibly 
talented an actress she is.” 
  
Though being generous and congenial in real life doesn't necessarily translate onto 
screen, in this instance, Lone Scherfig believes that Arterton's personality shone 
through, and added an extra dimension to the role of Catrin.  
  
“I'd met her and seen how completely professional and multi-talented she is, but still 
generous with her humour and her emotions, but I didn't know how much her 
humanity would come through in her performance. There are moments in the film 
where you can see that she herself, not just the character, is just a lovely person. 
Without her knowing, that transfers through the material in a way that I've never 
seen in an actress before. I always wanted to work with Gemma, I've tried to get her 
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to work on a couple of other films but it's never worked out, but this time it did. Now 
I just want to work with her again.  
  
Amanda Posey also joined the chorus of those in appreciation of Arterton's talents, 
while also praising Scherfig for managing this ensemble cast with such ease, with 
supporting roles falling into the laps of actors such as Jake Lacy and Jack Huston, as 
well as Eddie Marsan, Helen McCrory and Jeremy Irons. 
  
“Gemma is a really talented actress and many of her roles on screen haven't tested 
her enough and haven't shown her fantastic dramatic range. She's a brilliant comic 
actress but she has such depth, and she was able to bring a freshness to what 
is partly a fish-out-of-water story, and making you believe in her excitement as well 
as her bewilderment, being introduced to this extraordinary world. By the end you 
really feel she has power and punch and she's discovered how she wants to spend 
her life. That was something Gemma was really good at conveying, that fresh 
exterior with a power within. I also think the 1940s really suited her, she looks 
incredibly elegant in this film and it adds to her performance, it gives her a sort of 
maturity.” 
  
“But there's a challenge to having such fabulous players right across the board. 
Because you need to give them the space to give their best and be properly treated. 
You need a very skilled and diplomatic director and Lone is absolutely that. She 
made the actors feel they are her number one priority and gave them the space to 
rehearse and workshop a few things. She's very good at giving them the chance to 
bring something to the role even though they may only be there a day.” 
  
It appears that Arterton left just as much of a mark on her co-stars as well, with 
Richard E. Grant claiming, “Gemma is so immediate, inclusive, generous and warm 
that it's impossible to resist her. She doesn't suffer fools, knows exactly what she 
wants and has a wicked sense of humour. She brings all her charisma, charm and 
sass to this role, treading a fine line between being pugnacious and poignant.” 
  
Sam Claflin, who shared several scenes opposite the actress, playing her colleague 
and love interest Buckley, was equally as impressed. 
  
“Gemma and I have nearly worked together a couple of times before and for 
whatever reason it hasn't worked out, so I was so glad we finally could. I've been 
such an admirer of her work for years. She really has crafted quite a wonderful 
career for herself, and not only in film and TV but on stage and in musicals,” he said.  
  
“Having the opportunity to work with someone who is independent and 
professional, but at the same time so fun-loving, down to earth and grounded, is 
great. I'm one of those people who hopes for the best and expects the worst, but 
she blew me away. I'd like to think I've made a friend for life. We had similar 
upbringings and similar drama-school experiences, and a large handful of mutual 
friends, it was silly we hadn't actually bonded before, but to work with her was a 
treat. I could only hope I have the opportunity to do it again, but I will continue to 
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see her in everything that she does. If nothing else comes of this film, at least I've got 
my new best friend.” 
  
Buckley & Ambrose – the Men of Their Finest 
While there is no denying that the crux of the narrative is the journey of Catrin, there 
remain two imperative, supporting roles, for Sam Claflin's Buckley – Catrin’s 
colleague and co-writer of the propaganda film, and Ambrose Hilliard, played by Bill 
Nighy, the seasoned actor taking on a starring role in the said production.  
  
The latter, in particular, is one of the stand-out comic creations in contemporary 
British cinema, and one brought to life in remarkable fashion by a truly talented 
performer. 
  
“Ambrose Hilliard was once nearly-famous, as he had a franchise playing a detective 
in a series of films that were popular. But he's grown too old now to play romantic 
lead roles so he's had to be persuaded into a character role and he's not happy 
about it – until it turns out that people are quite encouraging about what he's doing 
with the character, and then he cheers up,” Nighy explained. “He's not in terrific 
shape and he hasn't entirely survived in tact through his progress in the world of 
show business. But I hasten to point out that it's not something peculiar, it's not a 
product of being an actor, it happens to biochemists as well.” 
  
As to whether Ambrose is representative of those the actor has encountered within 
the industry, Nighy explained he's far removed from the real world, though he 
admits he can resonate with the character's quest for good roles as he progresses 
throughout his career. 
  
“I've hardly ever come across anyone like Ambrose, actors are usually very gracious 
and considerate with one another and they know how precarious and alarming the 
job can be, and are pretty good and careful with each other.” 
  
“But everybody at every age is on a quest for better parts. As you get older you play 
older parts, but I've been extremely fortunate – I've had parts like Ambrose.” 
  
The nuanced and vitally flawed character has been left in the right hands to say the 
least, and Woolley – collaborating with Nighy twice in quick succession following The 
Limehouse Golem, was thrilled to have been presented with this opportunity so 
soon. 
  
“Working with Bill is a total joy, he was born to play to Ambrose, he just has it down 
so well, and he's so funny. He's got Ambrose to a tee, and he's just the most 
incredible actor, and he really does bring the warmth. We were very lucky to get Bill, 
I can't speak more highly of him.” 
  
Such compliments were echoed by Lone Scherfig, too. “Bill is totally different from 
the Ambrose, the actor he portrays – let alone the jovial Uncle Frank Ambrose plays 
in the film within in the film. Bill is very hardworking and the combination of that 
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and being such a kind and modest person, and then being a comedian is quite rare, 
because comedy is hard and fragile. But he's very experienced and his sense of 
humour is very secure. Comedy has many subgenres and Bill choses with impeccable 
taste and timing. I have a great admiration for him and am hugely thankful for his 
trust.” 
  
And then we have Buckley, the romantic male lead within this endeavour, and 
though in many ways the role feels like a product of a bygone era, Claflin believes 
he's a unique creation, not quite of his time. 
  
“Buckley feels like one in a million, unlike anyone I know. He's not well brought up 
like so many of the other people in that world at that time, he didn't go to university, 
he's from the streets if you will. People like that didn't really succeed then as much 
as they do now. I watched a few old movies to familiarise myself with that world and 
that time and I couldn't really find any parallels. I try not to limit my performances, 
or impersonate anybody else, I always try to come up with something unique. 
Buckley isn't like many people I know.” 
  
“The challenge playing someone like Buckley is making a person who you shouldn't 
like, likeable. I think there are so many qualities of his personality that people can 
detest, but what I find liberating as an actor and what really keeps me on my toes, is 
trying to do that with a charming smile, never knowing where you stand with 
somebody, and I feel like he definitely has an air of mystery about him which really 
attracted me. His wit and intelligence are things that I just don't think I naturally 
have, so to portray that and get that across on screen is always quite difficult to do.” 
  
In many films you would expect Buckley to represent something of a Prince 
Charming, ready to sweep the protagonist off her feet and offer her a new, exciting 
life – but he's far from it, holding very common views of the time that feel sexist to 
us now. But it's these imperfections that make for a well-rounded character, and one 
that producer Amanda Posey believes is essential to the narrative succeeding.  
  
“Buckley being flawed adds strength to the story, and that's because his cynicism 
and bitterness at times gives an edge to what might otherwise feel potentially quite 
soft,” she said. “He voices another aspect of the time and of people that otherwise 
wouldn't be contained in the story and it also gives more power to her because he is 
fundamentally changed by Catrin. She impresses him and influences him to the point 
where he has to change his views and take her seriously – and without that battle 
within the script, you wouldn't have the same feeling about Catrin and her strength 
of the character at the end of the film.” 
  
Gaby Chiappe, who meticulously adapted the role, also feels that in spite of 
Buckley's misdemeanours, he remains an endearing, believable creation.  
  
“Buckley is always worth listening to, so you can forgive him a lot for that, he's 
always funny. He's a wordsmith and he can be bleak and a bit nasty but you're never 
going to be bored with him, which Catrin realises – and through him she develops 
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some confidence within herself. He is flawed, but again in ways that feel 
understandable for that character, and where he's come from. He will criticise 
women, but at heart thinks she's every bit as important as he is. He's a chauvinist 
when he opens his mouth but not in how he conducts himself.” 
  
Gemma Arterton shares many scenes opposite Claflin, and describes what a pleasure 
it was to work so closely with an actor she now considers to be a very close friend.  
  
“I can say this quite honestly, Sam is the loveliest actor I've ever worked with. He 
does his work, he's very prepared and he takes it very seriously, but then on set you 
can have fun with him, and that's the way I work. There's no point in doing it if you 
can't have fun..” 
  
The Lure of Lone 
Danish auteur Lone Scherfig comes to this project off the back of a trilogy of 
acclaimed productions, with An Education, One Day and The Riot Club. Her 
sensibilities as a filmmaker make for a perfect marriage with British cinema, and for 
Amanda Posey, it was a no-brainer to have the director take over the helm of Their 
Finest. 
  
“I worked with Lone before on An Education, so I was obviously a huge admirer of 
hers. Actors love working with her. There were many different kinds of performance 
that had to be achieved in this film, some characters are full of fun and fairly 
throwaway and others need real depth and richness, and we had to have a director 
with that depth and subtlety. Lone  has that in spades. She also loves the interplay 
between drama and comedy, and with a script that has comic set pieces as well as 
moving, tragic scenes, it needed somebody who was able to walk that line tonally.” 
  
“She also brought a foreigner's eye to proceedings, she didn't come to this with 
nostalgia or sentiment or pre-conceived ideas, she came to it as a filmmaker 
interested in the art of film, but from a different culture. I think that kept it very 
fresh for her where other directors might have felt slightly hamstrung by the history 
they felt themselves a part of in some way.” 
  
Having a foreigner's perspective was something that Stephen Woolley had also felt 
was an essential element that Scherfig was able to bring to the project at hand.  
  
“I produced Mona Lisa with Neil Jordan and I was always conscious he would bring 
an alien view of London which is what made it such a special film, and if you look 
back further in history to Jules Dassins Night and the City or Roman Polanski's 
Repulsion, they were extraordinary and unique visions of London at that time. There 
is a real advantage to having an aliens view, and Lone has brought a fantastic eye to 
40s Britain, ignoring the chocolate box, touristy shots of St Paul's. We wanted to 
avoid all that, we wanted it to be a more insular, interior London that shows the 
streets and shows the Blitz in a way that would remind people what it was like being 
in that environment, and not to go for a palette that we've seen a thousand times 
before.” 
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Scherfig too appreciated that coming at this material from an outside viewpoint was 
beneficial to the finished product.  
  
“It's easier to fall in love, and express love with something that is not you,” she 
explained. “I can be proud on Britain's behalf, there's no reason underplay how 
fantastic those films at that time were, because I am an outsider. I think the 
advantage is that I can love Britain for the best of what the country is. There's no 
reason to make this a parody or express any sense of modesty, and that may have 
something to do with the fact that I'm a foreigner. But over the years I have become 
more anglophile, especially connecting with the British warmth, wit and work ethics. 
  
Having established that both Woolley and Posey were wholeheartedly on board with 
Scherfig at the helm, many of the actors also cited the Dane as the paramount 
reason they signed on to the project.  
  
“Lone was the main attraction, I've always wanted to work with her,” Arterton 
began. “She has this great take on comedy and I particularly like her lighter films, so 
she was the original reason.” 
  
“Lone rehearses, which is something I am so grateful for. We all met up months 
before we started the shoot to start working through Catrin and Buckley's scenes to 
get the chemistry, which is great because the dialogue is really rhythmic, and when 
we were on set we knew what we were doing and what we were aiming for. We 
knew about particular nuances and certain ways lines should sound. It's great to 
have a director who let's you do what you instinctively want to do, so you feel you 
can be more adventurous. She can see the whole film where I only see it scene by 
scene, and that's why she's a brilliant director.” 
  
Meanwhile Sam Claflin, who had worked with Scherfig before on The Riot Club, was 
determined to work with her yet again.  
  
“Working with Lone again was a dream, and I'd work with her again and again and 
again. I always feel like I am surrounded by such an amazing ensemble of great 
actors, because she attracts great actors,” he said.  
  
“She allows actors to be actors, she doesn't tell us what to do and how to do it, she 
allows the freedom to explore things on our own, and at the same time she drives us 
in such a way that if she does have a very specific vision of how a certain moment of 
the script should be, she will gently nudge you in a way that still makes you feel like 
you're finding it yourself. But there's also a very rigorous preparation period where 
she allows us to talk through the script and certain moments and anything we're 
unsure about. She clarifies any muddy water before we even get started, so you go 
in feeling prepared and she allows you to feel wanted and fulfilled, she makes you 
feel like you are an actor, and that's actually quite rare, believe it or not.” 
  
Bill Nighy shared his co-stars sentiments. “I've been wanting to work with Lone for a 
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long time and I was very pleased that this opportunity came about” he continued. 
“She's smarter than I am, which is what you always want from your director. She has 
great respect for actors and she allows them to rock and roll, and I think that's a 
large part of it. But what endears me to her, above anything else, is that she laughs 
at my jokes. I can't tell you how encouraging that is. If a director comes away from a 
monitor laughing, it's a good day at the office.” 
  
Richard E. Grant, who plays a somewhat smaller supporting role within the 
production, also had a glowing report of his time spent with the director.  
  
“Lone has the gift of making you feel completely relaxed, and is open to everyone's 
ideas and suggestions. She has a great sense of humour and is innately 
compassionate and focused on finding the truth in every scripted situation. She also 
clearly likes and values actors and what they have to offer, which isn't always the 
case. Her authority is expressed calmly and quietly, which made for an incredibly 
convivial filming experience.” 
  
A Celebration of Cinema 
One of the overriding aspects to Their Finest, is the deep and pure appreciation of 
the craft of filmmaking, celebrating the collective experience of not only making a 
movie, but indulging in one, together. What heightens this notion, is that we're 
looking back into a time when cinema meant more than it ever has in Britain.  
  
“It means a lot to us as filmmakers to make a film about a period where films were 
as important as they were,” Lone Scherfig claimed. “To remind us why we spend all 
our adult life doing this instead of something worthier, like being a nurse, where you 
might respect yourself more. We have to remind ourselves that we have a right to 
do this job, even if there are days where you laugh for sixteen hours.” 
  
“We also wanted to celebrate how wonderful it can be to sit in a cinema and watch 
films with an audience, she continued. “The world of filmmaking is one I really love 
and know, and as a tribute to cinema the film was a great technical challenge. But 
the underlying drama, how much the characters have at stake means a lot for the 
depth of the film.  Behind the screwball dialogue they know that the film they are 
making plays a part in winning the war and that every work day can be their last.   
  
Amanda Posey also remains hopeful that this film can inspire audiences, and serve as 
a reminder of how special the cinema experience can be.  
  
“It's a celebration of how much cinema can mean, and what it can do. It doesn't have 
to be a hard-hitting documentary to change people and make a difference in their 
lives, and these films, sometimes they were escapism and sometimes they were 
getting an important propaganda point across, but it really encapsulates a time 
where cinema really mattered, and it reminds you that it can always do that, at 
different times and in different ways.” 
  
Stephen Woolley also felt similarly about the project, wanting to cast a light over an 
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era where film mattered so tremendously.  
  
“As a person inspired by cinema I jumped at opportunity to make a movie about 
filmmaking when it was incredibly important. That period was undoubtedly  on 
reflection, a golden age of British cinema, and the filmmakers who stayed in Britain 
and made films during the war went on to be probably the greatest filmmakers 
we've ever produced.  To name just three teams ( and their were many more ) David 
Lean  and Noel Cowerd made Brief Encounter whilst the war was ending, Powell and 
Pressburger  made A Matter of Life and Death the last MOI inspired film during those 
final days  and then of course Carol Reed and Korda whose The  Third Man made 
after the war was inspired not just by the post war situation in Vienna but the style 
of the films that were forged in Britain ( authentically reflecting the world )  during 
this time. Cinema has never been and will never be more relevant than it was then. " 
  
“They were making films at a time when watching or attending the cinema also 
tangibly meant something much more significant than it does now. Cinemas had an 
incredible hypnotic effect, it meant so much to people because they were deprived 
of information which they acquired from the up to date newsreels and 
documentaries  ( radio and newspapers couldn't show them anything!) and they 
really held on to the ritual of going to the pictures as a way of meeting friends and 
family , gossiping and catching up, and that warmth and comradeship was important 
in people's lives. The power of movies in that atmosphere  was far greater than we 
could imagine now.  Their Finest we hope is a film you also have to experience at the 
cinema, we worked very hard to make our movie in a small way reflect that time."  
  
Gaby Chiappe was a key part in ensuring that be the case, and the screenwriter 
wanted this endeavour to truly commemorate the shared, communal experience of 
watching a film at the pictures. 
  
“Cinemas were closed briefly at the beginning of the war as there was a fear they'd 
be dangerous, but they opened them again because people wanted to go,” she said. 
“I think there's something really different, and special, when watching a film with 
other people, rather than at home. There are fewer and fewer ways in which we do 
things together, our tendency is to do things in isolation and there's a hankering for 
doing things collectively, with other people.” 
  
Gemma Arterton was in agreement. “It's great that we have so much access now to 
everything, but there's something so brilliant about seeing a film in a group and 
laughing together, there's nothing really that beats it. It's like going to the theatre, 
what makes it so special is that you're there with other people and you're 
experiencing it with them at the same time. It's escapism, it takes you away for an 
hour and a half, from whatever crap is going on in your life. It's so important, and as 
technology gets more advanced, I still hope people will always go to the cinema.”  
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BIOGRAPHIES  
 
CAST 
 
Gemma Arterton - Catrin Cole 
BAFTA and Oliver-nominated actress Gemma Arterton won her first professional role 
whilst studying at RADA in the TV movie ‘Capturing Mary’ (2007), directed by Stephen 
Poliakoff. She starred alongside Dame Maggie Smith, Ruth Wilson and David Walliams.  
 
After graduating Gemma was then cast as Kelly in the 2007 reboot of the St Trinian’s 
franchise, entitled St Trinian’s, directed by Oliver Parker and Barnaby Thompson. She 
starred alongside Talulah Riley, Rupert Everett and Colin Firth. Her performance 
earned her a nomination for Best Newcomer at the Empire Awards and Best 
Performance at the National Movie awards.  Gemma also starred in the second 
installment St Trinian’s, St Trinian’s 2: The Legend of Fritton’s Gold (2009). 
 
In 2008 she returned to television with the role of Elizabeth Bennett in Mammoth 
Screen’s ‘Lost in Austen’ (2008) alongside Hugh Bonneville. In the same year Gemma 
played Tess Durbeyfield in BBC Drama Productions’ ‘Tess of the D’Ubervilles’ (2008) 
where she starred alongside Eddie Redmayne and Ruth Jones, with her performance 
earning her a nomination for best actress at the Broadcasting Press Guild Awards.  
 
Her break out performance also came in 2008 when she was cast alongside Daniel 
Craig and Judi Dench in Quantum of Solace, directed by Marc Forster. She played the 
secondary heroine Strawberry Fields, an MI6 agent who works for the British 
consulate in Bolivia. The film was nominated for two BAFTA awards and won the 
Empire Award for Best Thriller. Her performance landed her the subsequent accolade 
of Best Newcomer at the Empire Awards (2009).  
 
In 2010 Gemma starred in Louis Leterrier remake of The Clash of the Titans, starring 
alongside Sam Worthington, Liam Neeson and Ralph Fiennes. Her performance was 
nominated for two Teen Choice Awards; the Choice Movie: Breakout Female and 
Choice Movie Actress: Fantasy.   
 
In the same year she also starred as Tamina in Prince of Persia: The Sands of Time 
(2010), directed by Mike Newell and starring Jake Gyllenhall and Ben Kingsley. Her 
performance in the film earned her a nomination for Breakout Performance at the 
Screen Awards and again saw her nominated for Actress in a Fantasy Film at the Teen 
Choice Awards. 
 
In 2011 Arterton was nominated for the BAFTA Rising Star Award for her extensive 
body of work. Additionally, she played the title character in Stephen Frears’ Tamara 
Drew, starring alongside Roger Allam, Luke Evans and Dominic Cooper.   
 
In 2013, Gemma starred alongside Jeremy Renner in Hansel & Gretel: Witch Hunters 
(2013), directed by Tommy Wirkola.  Gemma also starred in British films Song For 
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Marion, with Vanessa Redgrave and Terrance Stamp and Neil Jordan’s Byzantium with 
Saoirse Ronan.    
 
Last year, Gemma starred in Marjane Satrapi’s horror comedy The Voices alongside 
Ryan Reynold’s and Anna Kendrick.  She also played the lead in her first foreign 
language role in Gemma Bovery, an adaptation of a Posy Simmonds graphic novel 
directed by Anne Fontaine and starring Fabrice Luchini. 
 
Gemma’s upcoming film projects for 2016 include two French films; Arnaud des 
Pallières’ Opheline (2016) and Radu Mihaileanu’s The History of Love (2016).  Gemma 
also stars in Colm McCarthy’s The Girl with All the Gifts (2016) and Jim O’Hanlon’s A 
Hundred Steets (2016). 
 
Gemma has had a prolific career on stage, with two Olivier Award nominations.  Her 
stage credits include the title role in Nell Gwynn (Apollo Theatre, 2016), Rita in Made 
in Dagenham (Adelphi Theatre, 2015), the title role in The Duchess of Malfi 
(Shakespeare's Globe, 2014), Ellen in The Little Dog Laughed (Garrick, 2010), Hilde 
Wangel in The Master Builder (Almeida, 2010) and Rosaline in Love’s Labour's Lost 
(Shakespeare's Globe, 2007). 
 
Sam Claflin - Tom Buckley  
Sam Claflin is an English actor who graduated from LAMDA in 2009. 
  
Sam is best known for his role as Finnick Odair in Francis Lawrence’s Golden Globe 
nominated The Hunger Games: Catching Fire (2013), The Hunger Games: Mockingjay - 
Part 1 (2014) and The Hunger Games: Mockingjay – Part 2 (2015) where he starred 
opposite Jennifer Lawrence, Liam Hemsworth and Josh Hutcherson. His role as Finnick 
Odair earned him several nominations including the 2014 Empire Award for Best 
Supporting Actor, 2014 MTV Movie Award for Best Fight and 2014 Teen Choice Award 
for Choice Movie: Scene Stealer 
  
In 2010, Sam was seen in the hit Channel 4 mini-series ‘Pillars of the Earth’ (2010) 
based on Ken Follett’s novel of the same name where he starred alongside Eddie 
Redmayne, Hayley Atwell and Ian McShane.  Sam also starred in the critically 
acclaimed adaptation of William Boyd’s ‘Any Human Heart’ (2010) for Channel 4, 
which won a BAFTA Award for Best Drama Serial.  Sam played the younger years of 
lead character Logan, sharing the role with Jim Broadbent and Matthew Macfadyen. 
The same year Sam also appeared in Film Afrika Worldwide’s The Lost Future (2010), a 
sci-fi adventure in which he played Kaleb alongside Sean Bean and Annabelle Wallis. 
  
Sam made a name for himself as youthful missionary Philip, the romantic lead in Rob 
Marshall’s Pirates of the Caribbean: On Stranger Tides (2011) starring alongside 
Johnny Depp, Penélope Cruz and Geoffrey Rush. In 2012 Sam played the role Prince 
William alongside Kristen Stewart, Charlize Theron and Chris Hemsworth in box office 
hit Snow White and the Huntsman (2012), which he will follow up with a small role in 
Cedric Nicolas-Troyan’s The Huntsman: Winter’s War (2016). 
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Sam has also starred in a number of outstanding television projects. In 2013 he was 
seen on screens opposite Hilary Swank in Richard Curtis’ BBC One drama Mary & 
Martha (2010), which was shown to coincide with Red Nose Day and to raise 
awareness about malaria in Africa. In 2012 Sam played Jack in BBC drama ‘White Heat’ 
(2012). He starred in James Strong’s United (2011) alongside David Tennant, Dougray 
Scott and Jack O'Connell.  In this one off film for the BBC, Sam played the talented 
footballer Duncan Edwards in the tragic story of the Munich Air Crash of 1958, which 
killed and injured a number of members of the Manchester United team.  
  
2014 was a huge year for Sam with a number of projects out in cinemas. Sam starred 
in Lone Scherfig’s film The Riot Club (2014), based on the London stage play Posh 
alongside Max Irons, Douglas Booth and Holliday Grainger.  2014 also saw Sam star as 
Alex Stewart in Christian Ditter’s Love, Rosie (2014), the film adaptation of Cecilia 
Ahern’s novel Where Rainbows End where he starred opposite Lily Collins. Earlier in 
the year Sam appeared opposite Jarred Harris in John Pogue’s Hammer horror film 
The Quiet Ones (2014). 
  
Sam’s most recent films include his role as William Traynor in the adaption of Jojo 
Moyes bestselling book Me Before You (2016) starring opposite Emiia Clarke. 
  
Sam’s is currently in production on the adaption of British novel My Cousin Rachel, 
alongside Rachel Weis, Iain Glen and Holliday Grainger. 
 
Bill Nighy - Ambrose Hilliard  
Bill Nighy is an award-winning actor of the stage and screen. Nighy received a BAFTA 
Award, a London Film Critics Circle Award, and an Evening Standard British Film Award 
for his performance as an aging rock star in Richard Curtis’s 2003 ensemble comedy 
hit Love Actually.  He also won a Los Angeles Film Critics Award for his collective work 
in Love Actually, as well as Duncan Roy’s AKA (2002), Tim Fywell’s I Capture The Castle 
(2003) and Tom Hunsinger and Neil Hunters’ Lawless Heart (2001). 


His long list of film credits also includes Jonathan Lynn’s Wild Target (2010), 
with Rupert Grint and Emily Blunt; Richard Curtis’ Pirate Radio (2009); Bryan Singer’s 
Valkyrie (2008), with Tom Cruise; Richard Eyre’s Academy Award, Golden Globe and 
BAFTA nominated Notes On A Scandal (2006), for which he earned a London Film 
Critics Circle Award nomination; Les Wiseman’s Underworld (2003) and Underworld: 
Evolution (2006); Fernando Meirelles’ Academy Award, Golden Globe and BAFTA 
winning The Constant Gardener, and garnering Nighy a British Independent Film 
Award (BIFA) nomination for Best Supporting Actor; Brian Gibson’s Golden Globe 
nominated Still Crazy, for which Nighy won an Evening Standard British Film Award. 
He is also unrecognisable as the tentacled pirate captain Davy Jones in Gore 
Verbinski’s Pirates Of The Caribbean: Dead Man’s Chest  (2006) and Pirates Of The 
Caribbean: At World’s End (2007), and lent his voice to several animated features, 
including David Bowers and Sam Fell’s Flushed Away (2006). Further roles include the 
role of Minister Rufus Scrimgeour in David Yates’ Academy Award and BAFTA 
nominated Harry Potter And The Deathly Hallows- Part One (2010) and the role of 
Slartibartfast in Garth Jennings’ The Hitch Hiker’s Guide To The Galaxy (2005). 
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Born in England, Nighy began his career on the British stage and has since earned 
acclaim for his work in numerous plays, including David Hare’s Pravda (National 
Theatre), Skylight (National Theatre) and Map Of The World (National Theatre). He 
has also performed in plays by other leading dramatists, including Tom Stoppard, 
Harold Pinter, Brian Friel, Anton Chekhov and Peter Gill.  He received an Olivier Award 
nomination for Best Actor for his performance in Joe Penhall’s Blue/Orange (National 
Theatre).  On Broadway, he starred in the 2006 premiere of David Hare’s The Vertical 
Hour, directed by Sam Mendes. 
 
Also well known for his work on the small screen, in 2012 Nighy earned a Golden 
Globe Award nomination for Best Actor for his performance in the BBC television 
movie ‘Page Eight’, directed by David Hare and produced by David Heyman.  Nighy has 
worked several times with director David Yates, including the acclaimed BBC project 
‘State Of Play’, for which he won a BAFTA TV Award for Best Actor.  Yates also directed 
him in the BBC telefilm ‘The Young Visitors’, and HBO’s ‘The Girl In The Café’, which 
brought him a Golden Globe Award nomination for Best Actor in a Television Movie or 
Miniseries.  He later won a Golden Globe in the same category for his performance in 
the 2005 telefilm ‘Gideon’s Daughter’.  His television work also includes dozens of 
series guest roles and long form projects, including the one for which he first gained 
attention, 1991’s BBC mini-series ‘The Men’s Room’. 
In 2012, Nighy starred in John Madden’s critically acclaimed Best Exotic Marigold 
Hotel, which smashed the UK box office. Boasting a stellar British cast including Judi 
Dench, Maggie Smith, Tom Wilkinson, Celia Imrie and Dev Patel. That year, Nighy was 
seen in Jonathan Lieberesman’s Wrath Of The Titans (2012) and Les Wiseman’s Total 
Recall (2012) alongside Colin Farrell. 
 
Early in 2013, Bill starred in Bryan Singer’s Jack The Giant Slayer alongside Nicholas 
Hoult, Stanley Tucci, and Ewan McGregor. Following this, Bill teamed up with Richard 
Curtis again for his travelling romantic comedy About Time (2013), also starring 
Domhnall Gleeson and Rachel McAdams. In January 2014, Nighy appeared in Stuart 
Beattie’s I, Frankenstein. 
Nighy reunited with David Hare in spring 2014, when the second and third instalments 
of The Worricker Trilogy, featuring Nighy as MI5 agent Johnny Worricker once again. 
Turks & Caicos and Salting the Battlefield followed on from Page Eight and the cast 
included Helena Bonham Carter, Christopher Walken and Ralph Fiennes, among 
others. 
September 2014 saw the release of Pride, a feature film recalling the true story about 
gay and lesbian activists raising money to support the families of the striking Welsh 
miners in 1984. Nighy starred opposite Imelda Staunton and Dominic West in the film, 
which went on to win Best British Independent Film at the 2014 BIFAs and received 
nominations at the 2015 BAFTAS and Golden Globe Awards. 
Nighy returned to the stage in the major West End revival of David Hare’s Olivier 
award-winning Skylight in June 2014. Directed by Steven Daldry, Nighy starred 
opposite Matthew Beard and Carey Mulligan at the Wyndham’s Theatre in the story 
of Tom Sergeant (Nighy), a successful restaurateur, and his recent widower, and 
former lover, Kyra Hollis (Mulligan).  The run’s success was further confirmed when 
the cast relocated to Broadway in March 2015, for which they received Best Revival of 
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a Play at the Tony Awards. Nighy was also nominated for Best Actor in a Play that 
same evening. 


In February 2015, Nighy reprised his role of Douglas in the hotly awaited 
sequel, The Second Best Exotic Marigold Hotel, starring once again opposite the stellar 
cast of the first movie. 
Nighy also starred as Sergeant Wilson in the motion picture production of beloved 
comedy, Dad’s Army (2016), opposite Catherine Zeta-Jones, Michael Gambon and 
Toby Jones . His upcoming roles include Juan Carlos Medina’s The Limehouse Golem 
where he will star alongside Douglas Booth, Olivia Cooke and Eddie Marsan. 
  
Jake Lacy - Carl Lundbeck  
Film and television star Jake Lacy was raised in Vermont and graduated from North 
Carolina School of the Arts. 
 
Jake will begin filming the new Jim Carey produced Showtime series ‘I’m Dying Up 
Here’, starring Melissa Leo this summer.  
 
Lacy was recently seen in Carol, a Todd Haynes film starring Cate Blanchett, in which 
he appears opposite Rooney Mara.  
 
Jake has been nominated alongside the cast of Carol for a Golden Globe Award, 
Critics’ Choice Award, and San Francisco Film Critics Circle Award in the category of 
“Best Picture.” The film was also included in and made many “Best of 2015” film lists, 
including Los Angeles Times, Indie Wire, and Slate. 
 
This past winter Jake also starred  in the New Line feature How To Be Single  alongside 
Dakota Johnson, Leslie Mann and Rebel Wilson and Love, The Coopers, in which he co-
stars with John Goodman, Diane Keaton, and Olivia Wilde. 
 
Audiences also know him as Fran in season 4 and 5 of the hit HBO series ‘Girls’, in 
which he appears opposite Lena Dunham. 
 
Next up, he will begin production on the film Miss Sloane directed by John Madden. 
Lacy will star alongside Jessica Chastain and Alison Pill in the political thriller.  
 
In 2014, Lacy starred opposite Jenny Slate in the romantic comedy Obvious Child, 
which premiered at the Sundance Film Festival and made many “Best of 2014” film 
lists.   He also starred in the film Intramural, which premiered at The Tribeca Film 
Festival in 2014.  Lacy led a cast that included Kate McKinnon, Beck Bennett, and Nick 
Kocher, among others.  
 
Lacy is known for his role as Pete on the ninth and final season of NBC’s ‘The 
Office’.  His first series regular role was on the ABC comedy series ‘Better With You’, 
starring opposite Joanna Garcia.  
 
Lacy has been nominated with his ‘Office’ cast for a 2013 Screen Actors Guild Award 
for best Ensemble in a Comedy. 
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Jack Huston - Ellis Cole  
Jack Huston is an immensely talented actor whose body of work comes to life in 
diverse roles across film, television and theater. With four upcoming films, Jack’s star 
is quickly on the rise. 
This summer, Huston is set to star in the title role of Judah Ben-Hur in Paramount’s 
remake of the classic Ben-Hur. This reimagination of the historic classic centers on the 
years prior to those portrayed in the 1959 film, focusing on a childhood friendship 
scorned and the betrayal of a Jerusalem family. Directed by Timur Bekmambetov and 
written by John Ridley, Ben-Hur also stars Morgan Freeman, Toby Kebbell and Rodrigo 
Santoro. It will be released on August 19, 2016. 
 
Later this year, Huston will be seen in the war drama The Yellow Birds, based on the 
novel by Iraqi War veteran Kevin Powers. Directed by Alexandre Moors, the film 
centers on two young soldiers who navigate the terrors of war under the command of 
the older, troubled Sergeant Sterling (Huston). Huston stars alongside Tye Sheridan, 
Alden Ehrenreich and Jennifer Aniston.  


Huston is currently in production on Phillip Noyce’s Above Suspicion, in which he will 
star opposite Emilia Clarke. The film is an adaptation of New York Times columnist Joe 
Sharkey’s book of the same name. The true story follows an FBI agent Mark Putnam 
who is assigned to an Appalachian mountain town and is drawn into an affair with an 
impoverished local woman who becomes his star informant. The resulting scandal 
shook the foundations of the nation's top law enforcement agency, ending in the first 
ever murder conviction for an FBI agent. 


In 2013, Huston appeared in David O. Russell's critically acclaimed and award-winning 
film American Hustle, where he played mobster Pete Musane. Huston joined a notable 
cast including Christian Bale, Amy Adams, Bradley Cooper, and Jennifer Lawrence 
among others. Additionally, he starred as Young Ira in George Tillman Jr.’s film 
adaption of the Nicholas Sparks novel The Longest Ride. 


Audiences worldwide took notice of Huston in 2010 when he joined the cast of HBO’s 
hit series, ‘Boardwalk Empire’ as the sniper with the horribly disfigured face, Richard 
Harrow. Huston was part of the show for four seasons.  


Huston started his film career with a small screen adaption of Spartacus, in which he 
played Flavius. Other credits across film and television include the 2011 film Wilde 
Salome directed by Al Pacino; Howard McCain’s Outlander; John Krokidas’s Kill Your 
Darlings, opposite Daniel Radcliffe; George Hickenlooper’s Factory Girl alongside 
Sienna Miller and Guy Pearce; David Chase’s Not Fade Away; Bernard Rose’s Two 
Jacks opposite Sienna Miller; and Bille August’s Night Train to Lisbon. On stage, 
Huston played ‘Charles Bruno’ in Strangers on a Train at London’s Gielgud Theatre and 
produced by Barbara Broccoli.    
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Huston was recently seen as the face of Gieves & Hawkes, the London-based 
international luxury menswear brand. The actor also previously collaborated with the 
high-end eyewear brand, Oliver Peoples, on the design of his eponymous line. 


Born in London, Huston attended the drama institute Hurtwood House. 


Helen McCrory - Sophie Smith  


The multi award-winning actress Helen McCrory has appeared in a variety of roles on 
the stage. Helen worked extensively with Sam Mendes at the Donmar Warehouse 
playing lead roles in How I Learnt To Drive, Old Times (1998) directed by Roger 
Michelle and in Mendes’ farewell double bill Twelfth Night and Uncle Vanya (2002). 
Helen’s other notable theatre credits include a sell-out run of As You Like It (2005), at 
the Wyndhams theatre, with her performance earning her two nominations in the 
best actress category at the Oliviers and Theatregoer Choice Awards 2006. She also 
performed in Ibsen’s dramatic masterpiece Rosmersholm (2008) and more recently 
The Late Middle Classes (2010) and Last Of The Haussmans (2012) at the National with 
Julie Walters and Rory Kinnear. The latter performance won her Theatre Actress of the 
Year at the 2013 Glamour Awards. In 2014, McCrory played the title role in the 
National Theatre’s production of Medea, directed by Carrie Cracknell, winning her the 
2015 Critics’ Circle Theatre for best actress and now Helen McCrory has once again 
joined forces with Carrie Cracknell to perform in the National Theatre production of 
Terence Rattigan’s The Deep Blue Sea (2016). 


  
Helen has received much critical acclaim for her work on the small screen. She starred 
in Peter Morgan’s ‘The Jury’ (2002) and won the Critics Circle Best Actress Award for 
her role in the Channel 4 series ‘North Square’ (2000), having been previously 
nominated for her performance in ‘Fragile Heart’ (1996). Her other TV work includes 
PBS’s ‘Lucky Jim’ (2003) and ‘Dead Gorgeous’ (2002). She has more recently shown 
her diversity as an actress by appearing as Lady Clare Rendlesham in John McKay’s 
‘We’ll Take Manhattan’ (2012), and she won the award for Best Actress in a Television 
Series at the 2014 Festival International de Programmes Audiovisuels for ‘Peaky 
Blinders’ (2013-2014). Her portrayal of Madame Kali in Showtime’s ‘Penny Dreadful’ 
(2014-2015) also helped earn them 8 wins and 39 nominations including 1 Golden 
Globes nomination for the series. Currently, in 2016, season three of ‘Peaky Blinder’s 
is airing across the UK, which now has 9 wins and 10 nominations to its name, with 
Helen resuming her role as Polly Gray, opposite Cillian Murphy and Annabelle Wallis. 
  
In film Helen has starred in several British Independent features such as the James 
Gang for Mike Barker, Dad Savage opposite Patrick Stuart, Roger Mitchell’s Enduring 
Love and Gillian Armstrong in Charlotte Gray. Helen has also worked on American 
studio productions such as The Count of Monte Cristo, Interview With A Vampire, and 
in Lasse Hallstrom’s Casanova. She garnered excellent reviews for her role as Cherie 
Blair in Stephen Frears film The Queen (2006). In 2010 The Special Relationship saw 
Helen reprise her role as Cherie Blair starring alongside Michael Sheen. She voiced the 
character of Mrs. Bean in 2009’s Fantastic Mr Fox. She then took the role of the evil 
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Narcissa Malfoy in the Harry Potter films. 2011 saw Helen in the Martin Scorsese film 
Hugo where she played alongside an all-star cast as well as Sam Mendes’ Skyfall. 
  
In 2012, Helen starred as the lead role in Soda Pictures’ Flying Blind, and in 2014 she 
played Madame Le Notre in A Little Chaos alongside Kate Winslet and directed by Alan 
Rickman.  Also in 2014, McCrory starred in Tom Harper’s The Woman in Black 2: Angel 
of Death. 2015 saw Helen took on the regal role of Elizabeth I in Bill, directed by 
Richard Bracewell and starring Golden Globe winner Damian Lewis. 
McCrory will next be seen alongside Saoirse Ronan, Eleanor Tomlinson and Douglas 
Booth in Loving Vincent. 
  
Paul Ritter - Raymond Parfitt 
Paul Ritter has a wide reaching depth of experience across stage and screen, 
performing in a range of blockbuster films as well as small independent films, and 
featuring in some of the most successful plays of the past twenty years.  
  
Ritter’s film credits include: Saul Dibb’s Suite Francaise (2014) alongside Michelle 
William and Kristin Scott Thomas; Niall McCormack’s  BAFTA-winning Complicit (2013); 
Kevin MacDonald’s The Eagle (2011) with Channing Tatum; Richard Eyre’s The Other 
Man (2009) with Laura Linney, Antonio Banderas and Liam Neeson; David Yates’ Harry 
Potter & the Half-Blood Prince (2009) (CUT); Mark Forster’s Quantam of Solace (2008) 
with Daniel Craig and Judi Dench; and Sam Taylor-Wood’s Nowhere Boy (2009) 
nominated for 3 BAFTAs and winner of 6 other awards, Ben Hopkin’s The Nine Lives of 
Tomas Katz (2000), Arnaud Desplechins’ Esther Kahn (2000) and Laurence Dunmore’s 
The Libertine (2004) with Johnny Depp and Rosamund Pike which earned a 
nomination for Best British Independent Film at BIFA and won two other awards. 
  
Ritter also starred in Love You More (2009) directed by Sam Taylor-Wood, which won 
Best British Short film at the British Independent Film Awards. 
  
Ritter’s recent television work has included Channel 4’s ‘No Offence’ (2015), winner of 
the Royal Television Society award for Best Drama Series, and nominated in the same 
category at the BAFTA TV Awards, and as Sir John Seymour in the BBC series ‘Wolf 
Hall’ (2015), which won a Golden Globe and  received 8 Emmy nominations and 1 
BAFTA nomination (CUT and replace with Bobby Waterhouse in the critically 
acclaimed BBC2 drama The Game). Further television credits include the BBC mini-
series ‘Mapp & Lucia’ (2014) alongside Miranda Richardson and Anna Chancellor, ITV’s 
‘The Bletchley Circle’ (2014),  Big Talk Productions’ ‘Friday Night Dinner’ (2011-2014) 
that won the Best Sitcom award at the Rose d’Or Light Entertainment Festival in 2012, 
as well as a Royal Television Society award and 7 other nominations, BBC mini-series 
‘Great Expectations’ (2011) with Gillian Anderson and Douglas Booth; BBC’s ‘Truck 
Girls’ (2011) (CUT) , Silver River’s ‘Pulling’ (2009), winner of the Best Television 
Comedy Drama at the British Comedy Awards and BBC’s ‘Waking the Dead’ (2007) 
(CUT).  
  
On the stage, Ritter played John Major in the Royal National Theatre’s production of 
The Audience (2013) alongside Helen Mirren, which won best new play at the 
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WhatsOnStage awards. He also performed in the National Theatre’s production of The 
Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time, winner of five Oliviers including Best 
Play. Ritter received an Olivier nomination and Tony nomination for Best Supporting 
Actor and Best Featured Actor respectively for his performance in The Norman 
Conquests (2008/2009) at The Old Vic and on Broadway. He also achieved a 
nomination for Best Supporting Actor in the WhatsOnStage awards for his 
performance as Lush in the National Theatre’s production of The Hothouse (2007). In 
2005, Paul starred in The National Theatre production of Coram Boy as Otis Gardiner, 
a role for which he was Olivier nominated. (PLEASE ADD). 
 
Rachael Stirling - Phyl Moore  
Rachael Stirling is a two-time Olivier nominated actress, admired on both stage and 
screen.  Recent television work includes three-part drama ‘Capital’ (BBC One) and 
series two of the BAFTA award-winning comedy-drama ‘The Detectorists’ (BBC 4), as 
well as the feature-length film ’Churchill’s Secret’ (ITV1/PBS) alongside Michael 
Gambon and Lindsey Duncan.  Most recently Stirling returned to the stage in a run of 
The Winter’s Tale at the Sam Wanamaker Playhouse at Shakespeare’s Globe.   
  
This October, Rachael returned to BBC Four award-winning comedy-drama series ‘The 
Detectorists’.  The first series won a Bafta Television Craft Award for Comedy Writing 
and another Bafta Television Award for Best Scripted Comedy. The sitcom is written 
and directed by Mackenzie Crook, who also stars alongside the brilliant Toby 
Jones.  The second series is set a year later and picks up the story of two metal 
detecting enthusiasts who continue to peruse their dream of finding Anglo-Saxon gold 
in a corner of a muddy field in Essex.  Rachael revives her role as Becky, the devoted 
but long-suffering girlfriend of Andy (Mackenzie Crook) and now proud parents, which 
brings new challenges to their complicated lives.  Series two of ‘The Detectorists’ will 
have six episodes and a one-off Christmas special. 
  
Rachael played Arabella in three-part BBC One drama ‘Capital’. From the critically 
acclaimed bestselling novel by John Lanchester and adapted by award-winning 
screenwriter Peter Bowker, ‘Capital’ is a sharp and vivid drama about a London street 
transformed by soaring property prices inhabited by characters diverse in nationality, 
race, wealth and experience.  Rachael is reunited with Toby Jones and a cast that 
includes Lesley Sharp, Wunmi Mosaku, Gemma Jones and Adeel Akhtar.  The three 60-
minute episodes are directed by Euros Lyn (Happy Valley, Last Tango in Halifax).  
  
Most recently Stirling was seen alongside Michael Gambon and Lindsay Duncan in the 
ITV commissioned feature length film ‘Churchill’s Secret’.  Set during the summer 
months of 1953, Churchill (Gambon) is now Prime Minister for the second time and in 
his late 70’s and suffers a life-threatening stroke, which is kept secret from the 
world.  Told from the viewpoint of his young Nurse, Millie Appleyard, the drama 
follows his battle to recover as his long suffering wife Clemmie (Duncan) desperately 
hopes the stroke will force Winston to retire while his political friends and foe scheme 
to plot who will succeed him. Rachael plays Churchill’s daughter Sarah, who along 
with her siblings, descend on Chartwell unsure if he will pull through causing tensions 
within his family.  The stellar cast also includes Romola Garai, Matthew MacFadyen 
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and Bill Paterson. Based on Jonathan Smith’s book ‘The Churchill Secret: KBO’, it’s 
adapted by Stewart Harcourt and directed by Charles Sturridge.  
  
On the stage, Stirling has recently completed a production run of The Winter’s Tale at 
the Sam Wanamaker Playhouse at Shakespeare’s Globe. Directed by Michael 
Longhurst, Rachael took the role of Hermione alongside a cast that includes John Light 
and Niamh Cusack. 
  
In 1995, Rachael won her first major theatre role, playing the part of Desdemona 
opposite Chiwetel Ejiofor in the National Youth Theatre‘s revival of Othello. In 1999, 
she was named as one of the Shooting Stars of European film by the European Film 
Promotion. By the age of 21, Rachael had starred in her first feature film: rock revival 
comedy Still Crazy. The period of 2000 to 2001 saw her cast in another play, a further 
five films, and two television dramas. Again cast in ‘Othello’, this time a modern-day 
television adaptation of Shakespeare’s well-known play, Rachael was brought 
together with director Geoffrey Sax and script-writer Andrew Davies, who would cast 
her in ‘Tipping the Velvet’. 
  
Rachael’s portrayal of Nan King (neé Astley) in ‘Tipping the Velvet’ brought her much 
recognition, and she won the prestigious Sir James Carreras Award for Outstanding 
New Talent, an Outtakes Dallas award for Best Actress. She was later cast as Caroline 
Crale in LWT’s ‘Poirot: Five Little Pigs’ and Hester Worsley in A Woman of No 
Importance at the Theatre Royal Haymarket, directed by the widely-acclaimed Adrian 
Noble. In 2010, she was nominated in the Best Actress in a Supporting Role category 
at the Olivier Awards for her role as Rebecca in The Priory. 
  
Theatre has remained a large and important part of Rachael’s work and taken on new 
stage roles almost yearly. These have included the role of sharp-tongued Katherina in 
Nick Hutchison’s The Taming of the Shrew, Lady Chiltern in An Ideal Husband — for 
which she received a second Olivier Award nomination — and the eponymous anti-
heroine in a stunning, gut-wrenching adaptation of Medea from director Mike 
Bartlett.  Rachael also received praise for her role as A in Mike Bartlett’s playful two-
hander An Intervention in a production directed by James Grieve. 
  
Being cast in the Donmar Warehouse‘s The Recruiting officer brought Rachael 
together with director Josie Rourke — it was her first production as artistic director at 
the theatre — and actors Mackenzie Crook and Mark Gatiss. Working with Rachael 
inspired Mark, a writer for ‘Doctor Who’, to create an episode called ‘The Crimson 
Horror’, which centered around both Rachael and her mother. This exciting 
opportunity was the first time a project involving the pair had come to full fruition, 
providing a golden opportunity for Rachael and Dame Diana to work together on 
screen. 
  
Rachael’s success on-screen has continued to rise, and she has starred prominently in 
many television dramas, most significantly the BBC’s adaptation of D.H. Lawrence’s 
wild, erotic classic ‘Women in Love’, BBC2 espionage series ‘The Game’ and two 
series’ of the 1950s mystery drama ‘The Bletchley Circle’. She is also no stranger to the 
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big screen, with recent roles in movie blockbusters Snow White and the Huntsman 
and Salmon Fishing in the Yemen.  
 
Richard E Grant - Roger Swain  
English actor Richard E. Grant broke through in 1987 when he starred in the now 
iconic Withnail and I, that was directed by Bruce Robinson and awarded  
the Evening Standard British Film Award for Best Screenplay. Since then he has had a 
truly expansive career, on the screen and stage.  
 
In 1992 Grant played the role of Dr. Jack Seward in Francis Ford Coppola’s multiple 
Oscar winning Bram Stoker’s Dracula. In the same year he featured alongside Tim 
Robbins and Whoopie Goldberg in The Player, which went on to win two Golden 
Globes, two BAFTAS and receive three Oscar nominations. Grant then went on to 
roles in Martin Scorsese’s Oscar winning The Age of Innocence with Daniel Day-Lewis 
and Michelle Pfeiffer, and alongside Helena Bonham Carter in Trevor Nunn’s Twelfth 
Night, winning the Best Ensemble Acting Award at the Chicago International Film 
Festival. Further film credit includes Gosford Park, Bright Young Things, Color Me 
Kubrick, Penelope and voice roles in Garfield 2 and Tim Burton’s Corpse Bride. Grant’s 
recent films include Queen & Country, Dom Hemingway, Foster, Horrid Henry: The 
Movie, The Iron Lady and The Garden of Eden.  
 
In 2005 Grant wrote and directed the film Wah-Wah, loosely based on his own 
childhood experiences in Swaziland and starring Nicholas Hoult in the lead role, with 
Gabriel Byrne, Miranda Richardson and Julie Walters. This film received five award 
nominations, and Grant’s diary of the experience of making the film went on to be 
published as a book, The Wah-Wah Diaries. 
 
Grant has an extensive list of television credits to his name. Recent roles have 
included Izembaro in the HBO hit ‘Game of Thrones’, Sir Roger Bulstrode in ‘Jekyll & 
Hyde’, Ian Margrove in ‘Dig’, Simon Bricker in ‘Downtown Abbey’ and as Jasper in 
HBO’s ‘Girls’.  
 
In 2008 Grant made his musical theatre debut with Opera Australia playing the role of 
Henry Higgins in My Fair Lady at the Theatre Royal, Sydney and in 2009 played the role 
of Alain Reille in the UK run of Yasmina Reza’s one-act play God of Carnage.  
Further stage credits include A Midsummer Night’s Dream at Regents Park Open Air 
Theatre, The Importance of Being Earnest at Aldwych Theatre, The Play What I Wrote 
at Wynhams Theatre and Otherwise Engaged at the Criterion Theatre.  
 
Grant will next be seen in the the upcoming biopic Jackie and Marvel Entertainment’s 
Wolverine 3.  
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FILM MAKERS  
 
Lone Scherfig - Director  
In her native Denmark, Lone Scherfig began her career directing award-winning 
commercials and television dramas. Her first feature as director, The Birthday Trip, 
was screened at the 1991 Berlin International Film Festival and “new directors”, 
MOMA New York, and won several awards at festivals worldwide. Her second feature, 
On Our Own, won the Grand Prize at the Montreal Film Festival. Lone next wrote and 
directed Denmark's fifth official Dogme film, Italian for Beginners. At the 2001 Berlin 
International Film Festival, the film won the Silver Bear Jury Prize for Best Director, the 
FIPRESCI International Film Critics Award, and the Ecumenical Prize. Both script and 
film won numerous additional awards from around the world. 
  
Her first English-language film was Wilbur Wants to Kill Himself, which she co-wrote 
with Anders Thomas Jensen; won Best Screenplay at the U.S. Comedy Arts Festival in 
Aspen; Best Picture at the Skip City Festival in Japan; and four British Independent 
Film Award nominations, including Best Screenplay. Reteaming with Anders Thomas, 
Lone conceived and wrote the characters on which Andrea Arnold's Red Road was 
based. Ms. Arnold received the Jury Prize for Best Direction at the 2006 Cannes 
International Film Festival. 
  
In 2010 she directed An Education. The film won Sundance's audience award followed 
by three Academy Award nominations for Best Picture, Best Adapted Screenplay (Nick 
Hornby), and Best Actress (Carey Mulligan) and eight Bafta’nominations.  
 
Other film credits include the Danish comedy Just Like Home, One Day based on Davis 
Nicholls' bestseller, starring Anne Hathaway and Jim Sturgess and The Riot Club, based 
on the play Posh written by Laura Wade, starring Max Irons, Sam Claflin, Douglas 
Booth and Holliday Grainger. All films have premiered at Toronto Film Festival.  
 
Lone has written or co-written and directed five different tv-series including ‘Quiet 
Waters’, conceived by Lars von Trier. Most recently she directed the first two episodes 
of ‘Astronaut Wives Club’, a 10 episode limited drama series for ABC Studios.   
 
Her next project, the feature film Secrets From The Russian Tea Room, takes place in 
New York. She starts pre production late this year. 
 
Stephen Woolley - Producer  
Academy Award-nominated and Bafta-winning producer Stephen Woolley has 
produced and executive produced nearly sixty films in his storied career, including 
some of the most acclaimed and successful British and International films of the past 
three decades. 
  
In 1983, Woolley’s long-term partnership with director Neil Jordan began with The 
Company of Wolves. He went on to produce the multi Oscar-nominated trio Mona Lisa 
starring Bob Hoskins, Michael Collins starring Liam Neeson, The End of The Affair 
starring Ralph Fiennes, as well as Interview with a Vampire starring Tom Cruise and 
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Brad Pitt, and the Oscar-winning The Crying Game, for which Woolley was nominated 
for an Academy Award and was awarded Producer of The Year by the Producer’s Guild 
of America. Together they also made The Butcher Boy, The Good Thief, High Spirits, In 
Dreams, The Miracle and Breakfast on Pluto. During that time, Woolley also produced 
the multi award-winning Scandal, Absolute Beginner, A Rage in Harlem, Shag, The 
Bigman, Hardware and Backbeat. 
 
As co-founder of Number 9 Films alongside producing partner Elizabeth Karlsen, he 
recently produced Carol, an adaptation of Patricia Highsmith's novel, adapted by 
Phyllis Nagy, directed by Todd Haynes, starring Cate Blanchett and Rooney Mara 
Paolo, and Sorrentino's Youth starring Michael Caine and Harvey Keitel – both of 
which premiered at the 2015 Cannes Film Festival to critical acclaim. Carol earned 
Rooney Mara a Best Actress award at Cannes and went on to receive six Oscar 
nominations, including Best Actress In A Leading Role and nine BAFTA nominations, 
including Best Film. Youth went on to win Best Film, Best Director and Best Actor at 
the EFA Awards and an Oscar nomination for Best Original Song.  
 
Woolley’s previous Number 9 projects include Byzantium, starring Gemma Arterton 
and Saoirse Ronan, directed by Neil Jordan; Hyena, by director Gerard Johnson; When 
Did You Last See Your Father? starring Jim Broadbent and Colin Firth; How To Lose 
Friends & Alienate People starring Simon Pegg and Kirsten Dunst; Sound Like Teen 
Spirit; Perrier’s Bounty starring Cillian Murphy; Mike Newell’s Great Expectations, 
adapted by David Nicholls and starring Ralph Fiennes and Helena Bonham Carter; and 
Made In Dagenham starring Sally Hawkins and Bob Hoskins, which was nominated for 
four BAFTAs, and was adapted into a West End musical starring Gemma Arterton. In 
2005, Woolley made his directorial debut with the acclaimed sixties biopic Stoned, the 
story of Brian Jones, who founded the Rolling Stones. 
  
Forthcoming Number 9 productions include: an adaptation of Peter Ackroyd's Dan 
Leno and The Limehouse Golem starring Bill Nighy, Olivia Cooke and Douglas Booth, 
written by Jane Goldman and directed by Juan Carlos Medina, due for a 2016/17 
release through Lionsgate, and the currently in production On Chesil Beach directed 
by Dominic Cooke and starring Saoirse Ronan. 
  
Prior to Number 9, Woolley launched Palace Pictures (1982-92) in partnership with 
Nik Powell, acquiring, marketing and distributing some 250 independent and 
European movies including: The Evil Dead; Paris, Texas; Diva; Merry Christmas Mr. 
Lawrence; Blood Simple; When Harry Met Sally; The Snowman and Kiss of The Spider 
Woman. In the late seventies, Woolley owned and ran his own repertory cinema, The 
Scala, in London - the hippest movie house in the world. Executive Producer credits 
include LETTER TO BREZHNEV, PURELY BELTER, LITTLE VOICE, HARDWARE, FEVER 
PITCH and 24:7. 
 
Born in London, Woolley began his career selling ice creams and projecting films at 
The Screen On The Green, Islington in 1976. He has been a member of the American 
Academy for over twenty years. He was chairman of the BAFTA Film Committee for 
ten years. 
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Amanda Posey - Producer  
Amanda Posey is an Oscar nominated and BAFTA award winning film producer with 
over 25 years experience working in independent feature films. She runs Wildgaze 
Films with her producing partner, Finola Dwyer.  
 
Their most recent film Brooklyn took the US box office by storm, and was nominated 
for three Oscars®  (Best Picture, Best Actress and Best Adapted Screenplay), making 
Academy history with Finola and Amanda being the first female producing duo to 
receive two Best Picture nominations (their first for An Education in 2010).  Brooklyn 
also received six BAFTA nominations, winning Outstanding British Film. Based on Colm 
Toibin’s award-winning novel, adapted by Nick Hornby and directed by John Crowley, 
the film stars Saoirse Ronan, Domhnall Gleeson, Emory Cohen, Julie Walters and Jim 
Broadbent.  
 
Their feature documentary My Nazi Legacy (known as What Our Fathers Did: A Nazi 
Legacy in the US) premiered at the Tribeca Film Festival in New York in April 2015 to 
outstanding reviews. Made in association with the BFI and BBC Storyville, the 
documentary follows international human rights lawyer Philippe Sands as he explores 
the family background of two sons of senior Nazis and the legacy of their fathers’ 
actions in WW2. It was released by Altitude in the UK and Oscilloscope in the US in 
November 2015. 
 
Among her many credits are An Education, directed by Lone Scherfig and starring 
Carey Mulligan in her breakout role, which was nominated for 3 Academy Awards 
(including Best Film), 9 BAFTAs (including Best Film and Best British Film, winning Best 
Actress), and winner of Best Foreign Film at the Independent Spirit Awards; and A 
Long Way Down based on the best-selling novel by Nick Hornby, adapted by Jack 
Thorne, directed by Pascal Chaumeil and starring Pierce Brosnan, Toni Collette, Aaron 
Paul & Imogen Poots. 
 
Amanda’s previous producer credits include Fever Pitch, based on Nick Hornby’s best-
selling memoir, which Hornby adapted, starring Colin Firth, as well as the US remake 
of Fever Pitch for Fox 2000, adapted by Lowell Ganz & Babaloo Mandel, directed by 
the Farrelly Brothers starring Drew Barrymore and Jimmy Fallon; and Five Seconds To 
Spare starring Ray Winstone and Andy Serkis. Amanda’s earlier credits include 
working with Stephen Woolley on Neil Jordan’s Oscar-winning The Crying Game and 
Interview With The Vampire (starring Tom Cruise and Brad Pitt) followed by heading 
up film development at Scala Productions.  
 
Gaby Chiappe - Screenplay  
Gaby Chiappe’s family emigrated from Gibraltar to the UK as a child. She grew up in 
Brighton and now lives in Leeds with her partner and two teenage sons. She has been 
writing for television since 1997. Her most recent TV work includes ‘Shetland’ (ITV 
studios for the BBC), and an original six part thriller, ‘The Level’, co-written with Alex 
Perrin (Hillbilly Television for ITV) which is due for transmission  autumn 2016.  
 
Their Finest is her first feature film. She is presently adapting Michelle Paver’s 
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novel Dark Matter for Wildgaze Films and BBC Films. 
 


Charlotte Walter - Costume Designer  
Charlotte Walter is a highly acclaimed and award winning Costume Designer.  
 
Her versatility has seen her work on a varied range of films including Michael 
Winterbottom’s Golden Globe-nominated A Mighty Heart  (2007) starring Angelina 
Jolie, Chris Morris’ Four Lions (2010), Richard Ayoade’s Submarine (2010). More 
recently, her work can be seen in Dan Mazer’s I Give it a Year, starring Rose Byrne, 
Rafe Spall and Stephen Merchant. Walter then went on to wok on Matthew Warchus’ 
Pride (2014), which starred Bill Nighy, Imelda Staunton and Dominic West. The film 
went on to receive several nominations, including the Golden Globe for Best Motion 
Picture – Comedy or Musical, and win the BAFTA Award for Outstanding Debut in 
2015.  
  
She won the BAFTA for her work in the mini-series ‘Birdsong’ (2012), an adaptation of 
the much loved novel by Sebastian Faulks starring Eddie Redmayne and Matthew 
Goode. Further to this, she has designed costumes for Warp Films’ and C4’s ‘This is 
England: 86’, for which she was also nominated for both a BAFTA and RTS Award. She 
has since then continued working on Shane Meadows’ productions, working on the 
BAFTA Award-winning ‘This is England ’88’ (2010) and ‘This is England’ (2015). Other 
credits include Revolution Films and C4’s co-produced ‘Red Riding: 1980’ (2009), one 
of the three part adaptation of the David Peace novels and ITV’s ‘Half Broken Things’ 
(2007) starring Penelope Wilton. Most recently, Walter worked on ‘Churchill’s Secret’ 
(2016) for the BBC, which starred Michael Gambon and Romola Garai.  
 
Walter has also worked for the stage, designing costumes for Charles Sturridge’s 
production of End Game, performed at the Barbican.  
 
Sebastian Blenkov - Director of Photography  
Sebastian Blenkov, DFF is a Danish Director of Photography that started his career 
working on many critically acclaimed Danish productions and more recently has been 
working internationally.  
 
In the earlier stage of his career Sebastian worked on The Green Butcher, directed by 
Anders Thomas Jensen, with whom Sebastian started a prolific working relationship. 
The film was nominated for Best Cinematography at Robert Festival and was also part 
of Toronto Film Festival’s Official Selection. Sebastian then moved on to work on 
Accoused, directed by Jacob Thuesen which was also nominated for Best 
Cinematography at Camerimage Film Festival, won the European Film Award for 
European Discovery and was part of the Official selection of Berlin Film Festival. 
Following that, Sebastian collaborated with Anders Thomas Jensen again on Adam’s 
Apple, which was also part of Toronto Film Festival’s Official selection. Sebastian’s 
next feature was Excuse Me, directed by Henrik Ruben Genz, where his work was 
nominated for Best Cinematography at Robert Festival in Denmark. 
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Sebastian’s most recent credits include The Riot Club, directed by Lone Scherfig, which 
was part of the Official Selection at Toronto Film Festival and Men and Chicken, 
directed by Anders Thomas Jensen, which was part of London Film Festival’s Official 
Selection. The latest project Sebastian shot is Miss Sloane, directed by John Madden, 
produced by Archery Pictures and EuropaCorp and starring Jessica Chastain. 
 
Alice Normington - Production Designer  
Alice Normington is an award-winning production designer, whose vibrant career 
spans over two decades. 
  
Normington’s impressive resume includes television projects such as ‘The Woman in 
White’ (1997) for the BBC, for which she received the BAFTA Award for Best 
Production Design in 1998. She has also worked on the BBC’s ‘Great Expectations’ 
(2000), which also garnered her a BAFTA nomination and went on to win the BAFTA 
Award for Best Costume Design. Normington was awarded a third BAFTA nomination 
for her work on ‘White Teeth’ (2003) for Company Pictures. Other television credits 
include ‘The Secret World of Michael Fry’ (2000), a co-production between Endor 
Pictures and C4, and ‘Birthday’ (2015) for Sky, starring Stephen Mangan. 
  
Normington’s work in film includes Anand Tucker’s Hilary and Jackie (1998), which 
was nominated for two Academy Awards, as well as several BAFTAs. Further film 
credits include John Madden’s Proof (2005), starring Gwyneth Paltrow, Jake 
Gyllenhaal and Anthony Hopkins, Julien Jarrold’s Brideshead Revisited (2008), staring 
Emma Thompson, Ben Wishaw and Matthew Goode and the four-time BAFTA 
nominated Nowhere Boy (2010) directed by Sam Taylor-Johnson and staring Aaron 
Taylor-Johnson and Kristin Scott Thomas. 
  
Most recently, Normington has worked on Lone Sherfig’s The Riot Club (2014) and 
Sarah Gavron’s Suffragette (2015), starring Meryl Streep, Helena Bonham Carter and 
Carey Mulligan. 
Also I have just finished my last film My Cousin Rachel. Directed by Roger Michel 
starring Rachel Weisz and Sam Claflin. 
 
Lizzie Yianni Georgiou - Hair and Make Up Designer  
Lizzie Yianni Georgiou is an award-winning Makeup and Hair designer. Throughout her 
impressive career, which spans over thirty years, she has accumulated several BAFTA 
and an Academy Award nomination for her work on a diverse range of film and 
television projects. 
 
She has worked with a vast array of stars including Rachel Wiesz,Keira 
Knightley,Carrey Mulligan,Ava Green,Chris Pratt, Benicio Del Torro, Chris Hemsworth, 
Russell Crow and Tom Hiddleston.  
 
Yianni Georgiou is perhaps best known for her work on James Gunn’s Guardians of the 
Galaxy (2014), for which she received both an Academy Award nomination for Best 
Achievement in Makeup and Hairstyling and a BAFTA nomination for Best Hair & 
Make-up Design. A Hollywood Film Award, Critics Choice Award, Saturn Award, A 
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Guild Award. 
 
She has also received recognition for past projects; her achievements in Lone 
Scherfig’s An Education (2009) and in Nigel Cole’s Made In Dagenham (2010) were 
recognized with two further BAFTA nominations. 
 
Her vast career includes work on many high-profile and award-winning films and 
television, including Roger Michell’s Notting Hill (1999), which was nominated for 
three Golden Globes and three BAFTAs, and Chocolat (2000), which was nominated 
for five Academy Awards and the BAFTA for Best Hair & Makeup. Other film credits 
include Joe Wright’s Atonement (2007), David Fincher’s The Social Network (2010), 
Tim Burton’s Dark Shadows (2012) and Alan Taylor’s Thor: The Dark World (2013). 
 
Yianni Georgiou was a make-up artist on the television adaptation of ‘Alice in 
Wonderland’, which received the Best Make-Up Award at the 1999 Emmy Awards. 
Also ‘Jason and the Argonauts’ and ‘Don Quiote’ for Hallmark productions. Also Emmy 
Nominated.   
 
Her numerous television design credits include ‘Princess of Thieves’ (2001) for 
Granada Film and Walt Disney, starring Keira Knightley, and BAFTA Nominated ‘A 
Social Secretary’ and The Trial of Tony Blair (2007) for Mentorn Productions. 
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CREDITS 
 
 
  


CAST 


in order of appearance 


Tom Buckley………………………………………..... ........…………………………………SAM CLAFLIN  


Catrin Cole…………………………………………... ……………………………….GEMMA ARTERTON  


Bus Conductor……………………………………… ……………………………...NICHOLAS MURCHIE  


Roger Swain…………………………………………. ……………………………….RICHARD E. GRANT  


Gabriel Baker………………………………………... ……………………………….HENRY GOODMAN  


Phyl Moore…………………………………………… ………………………………..RACHAEL STIRLING  


Ellis Cole………………………………………………. ……………………………………...JACK HUSTON  


Ambrose Hilliard/Uncle Frank…………………….. ………………………………………….BILL NIGHY  


Cecy/Mrs Brown (Careless Talk Film)…………… …………………………………...AMANDA ROOT  


Rex, the Clapper Loader…………………………. …………………………………..PATRICK GIBSON  


The Gaffer……………………………………………. …………………………………..DARREN CLARKE  


Walter, the Director (Careless Talk Film)……….. ……………………………………………ED BIRCH  


Make-Up Woman (Careless Talk Film)………….. ………………………………………..LISSA EVANS  


Mr Richards (Dubbing Editor)…………………….. …………………………………..RICHARD BEVAN  


Dolly (Carrot Film)…………………………………... …………………………………….GABY CHIAPPE  


Mabel (Carrot Film)………………………………… ……………………..AMANDA FAIRBANK HYNES  


Rose Starling…………………………………………. …………………………………………LILY KNIGHT  


Lily Starling…………………………………………… ……………………………...FRANCESCA KNIGHT  


Pearl (Girl on the tube)……………………………. …………………………..BELLA AVA GEORGIOU  


Soldier on the tube………………………………… ……………………………………..ALFIE STEWART  


Female Warden…………………………………….. ………………………………………MOSSIE SMITH  


Alf Reynolds………………………………………….. ………………………………………JAY SIMPSON  


Raymond Parfitt…………………………………….. …………………………………………PAUL RITTER  


Sammy Smith………………………………………... …………………………………….EDDIE MARSAN  


Spitfires Collector…………………………………… …………………………………..FRANCES JEATER  


Doris Cleavely/Lily………………………………….. ……………………………………CLAUDIA JESSIE  


Angela Ralli-Thomas/Rose………………………... ………………………………….STEPHANIE HYAM  


Head Waiter…………………………………………. …………………………………….RICHARD SYMS  


Muriel (Ellis’s Friend)………………………………… …...…………………………...NATALIA RYUMINA  


Sophie Smith………………………………………… …………………………………HELEN MCCRORY  


Mortuary Nurse……………………………………… ……………………………………REBECCA SAIRE  


Secretary of War……………………………………. ……………………………………..JEREMY IRONS  


Carl Lundbeck/Brannigan………………………... ………………………………………….JAKE LACY  


Movietone Newsreader………………………… ………………………………MILES RICHARDSON  


Chick, the 1st AD…………………………………… ………………………………...GORDON BROWN  


The Make-Up Artist…………………………………. …………………………………………JULIA LEWIS  


The Wardrobe Mistress…………………………….. ……………………………………...LILIANA GANE  


Wyndham Best/Johnnie (the hero)…………….. ……………………………………HUBERT BURTON  


Alex, the Director…………………………………… ………………………………..MICHAEL MARCUS  


War Widows Collector…………………………….. ………………………………...STEPHEN BOSWELL  


Wyndham Best’s Girlfriend……………………….. …………………………………FELINE ALLENTOFT  


Catrin’s Landlady…………………………………... ……………………………….ELLIE HADDINGTON  


Corona Cinema Usherette……………………….. ……………………………..FLORENCE WOOLLEY  


Woman in Corona…………………………………. ……………………………….JOANNA BROOKES  


Soldier in Corona…………………………………… ………………………………..PATRICK OSBORNE  
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1st Assistant Director  JACK RAVENSCROFT  


    


    


Post Production Supervisor  POLLY DUVAL  


    


    


Location Manager  JONAH COOMBES  


    


    


Unit Production Manager  KATE HAZELL  


    


    


Production Sound Mixer  MARTIN TREVIS, CAS  


    


    


Supervising Sound Editors  GLENN FREEMANTLE  


  BEN BARKER  


    


    


Supervising Dialogue/ADR Editor  NINA HARTSTONE  


    


    


Associate Editor  FIONA DESOUZA  


    


    


Co-Producer for Filmgate Films  SEAN WHEELAN  


    


    


Associate Producer  RICHARD MANSELL  


    


    


‘B’ Camera Operator  SIMON BAKER  


‘A’ Camera 1st Assistant Camera  IWAN PRYS REYNOLDS  


‘B’ Camera 1st Assistant Camera  SARAH ROLLASON  


‘A’ Camera 2nd Assistant Camera  ROBBIE CHAPMAN  


‘B’ Camera 2nd Assistant Camera  MICHAEL KINSELLA  


‘B’ Camera 2nd Assistant Camera  ALEXANDRA VOIKOU  


Camera Trainee  WILL GETHING  


Digital Imaging Technician  DEREK ZACHO  


Video Playback Operator  CHRIS CAVANAGH  


Video Playback Assistant (Creative Skillset Trainee)  SAM ROGERS  


Video Assist Trainee  SYLVAIN CRUIZIAT  


Model Unit DOP  PETER TALBOT  


    


    


Script Supervisor  IRENE CHAWKO  


    


    


Key Grip  KEVIN FOY  


Grip Trainee  REBECCA HORSBURGH  


‘B’ Camera Grips  DAVID BREMNER  


  TOM STANSFIELD  


    


    


2nd Assistant Director  JAMES MANNING  


Crowd 2nd Assistant Director  SAM BARRY-PARKER  


3rd Assistant Director  DANIEL COX  


Base PA  SASHA KOSMINSKY  


Key Set PA  OLIVIA FITZROY  


Set PAs  STEWART ALLEN  


  AMY JONES  
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Crowd 3rd AD  BRENNIG HAYDEN  


Crowd PA  ATHBA ALKHUDAIRY  


    


    


Sound Maintenance  GEORGE TREVIS  


2nd Assistant Sound  ANDREW CHARLES SIMMONS  


    


    


Supervising Art Directors  LYNNE HUITSON  


  NIC PALLACE  


Art Directors  GARETH COUSINS  


  JONATHAN HOULDING  


Standby Art Director  ARWEL EVANS  


Assistant Art Directors  LAURA BARDEN  


  JAMIE SHAKESPEARE  


Storyboard Artist  SIMON BANG  


Graphic Designer  ANDY BOTTOMLEY  


Graphic Artist  SARAH BRADLEY  


Art Department Assistant  CHELSEA DAVISON  


Visual Research  PHIL CLARK  


Mattes & Miniatures  LEIGH TOOK  


Clearances  THE CLEARING HOUSE  


    


    


Set Decorator  LIZ GRIFFITHS  


Production Buyer  GERAINT POWELL  


Petty Cash Buyer  JANNECKE NILSEN  


    


    


Production Coordinator  ANDREW SURRY  


Assistant Production Coordinator  BEN KOZEL  


Production Secretary  ROBERT PLATT-HIGGINS  


Production Assistant  AMY AJETO  


Rushes Runner  JAY JULIER  


    


    


Assistant to the Director  KATIE JACKSON  


Assistant to the Producers   CELI FOWLER  


    


    


Costume Supervisor  HANNAH WALTER  


Assistant Costume Designer  ANNA REYNOLDS  


Crowd Mistress  FLISS WYATT  


Principal Standby  JASON MARSHALL  


Principal Standby  ANNA SPENCER  


Crowd Costumier  MARTIN CLARKE  


Crowd Costumier  HANNAH WARREN  


Crowd Standby  EMILY BOWEN  


Military Costume Assistant  RICHARD BASS  


    


    


Make-Up and Hair Supervisor  EVA MARIEGES  


Make-Up and Hair Artists  BELLA GEORGIOU  


  CATRIONA JOHNSTONE  


  HANNA CANFOR  


  COLIN WYATT  


  CHARLIE HOUNSLOW  


Crowd Make-Up and Hair Supervisor  JUTTA RUSSELL  


Assistant Crowd Coordinator  GEMMA CURRAN  


Crowd Make-Up and Hair Artists  JULIE DAVIES  


  JO EVANS  
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Junior Crowd Make-Up and Hair Artist  SARAH GULLY  


Crowd Trainees  ELLEN D’ANDRADE BROWN  


  HANNA LEWIS-JONES  


    


    


Property Master  CRAIG PRICE  


Property Storeman  TONE GIBBS  


Chargehand Dressing Propmen  MIKE SYSON  


  GARETH BAILEY  


Standby Propmen  PAUL ROBINSON  


  DAVID SUTHERAN  


Dressing Propmen  DAN AINSLIE  


  NEIL GRIFFITHS  


  BRUCE COLLIER  


    


    


Construction Manager  WARREN LEVER  


Carpenter  LUKE OWENS  


    


    


Standby Rigger  ASHLEY CONNELL  


Standby Carpenter  TIM LEADLEY  


Standby Stagehands  PAUL WOLSTENCROFT  


  STEVE MALIN  


    


    


Gaffer  BRIAN BEAUMONT  


Rigging Gaffer  IAN GLENISTER  


Best Boy  SUZANNE SANDERS  


Electricians  PAUL PARKER  


  ALAN MILLAR  


  DESMOND PERRY  


Lighting Desk Operators  EWAN MCROBB  


  NOAH FURRER  


    


    


Assistant Location Managers  ELERI COULTEN  


  MATT RISEBROW  


Unit Manager  JESS MACDONALD  


Location Assistant  CHARLOTTE HEMSLEY  


Location Runner  THOMAS MARSHALL  


Scouts  BEN WHITE  


  SIMON BABER  


Marshalls  JAMES “JD” DAVEY  


  DAVID WILLIAMS  


  JENNY KINNEAR  


  OLIVER BLACKISTON  


  SIMON JOULES  


  MORITZ NEUMANN  


  MORGAN GRIFFITHS  


  SEAN ELLISON  


    


    


Production Accountant  DIARMUID COGHLAN  


 1st Assistant Accountant  SABBIR AHMED  


Accounts Assistant  ENNIS ALHASHIMI  


Assistant Accountant  HILARY JOYCE  


Post Production Accountant  TARN HARPER  


Assistant Post Production Accountant  POLLY WILBY  
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Dialect Coach - Gemma Arterton  WILLIAM CONACHER  


    


    


Casting Assistant  EMMA CROMPTON  


    


    


Special Effects Supervisor  CHRIS REYNOLDS  


Senior Special Effects Technicians  MIKE CROWLEY  


  GRAHAM HILLS  


  MAT HORTON  


Special Effects Technician  NEIL REYNOLDS  


Special Effects Trainee  ALISTER REYNOLDS  


    


    


Armourer  LEE GARSIDE  


    


    


Stunt Coordinator  JOHANNA MCLAREN  


Stunt Performers  SIMON MCLAREN-CLARK  


  DANIEL HIRST  


    


    


Dailies by  PINEWOOD DIGITAL  


Head of Department  JAMES CORLESS  


Digital Lab Operators  ADAM MCHATTIE  


  LUKE MOORCOCK  


  ANTHONY WILLIAMS  


    


    


Music Editor  CHRISTOPH BAUSCHINGER  


    


    


Post Production Coordinator  ROBERT PLATT-HIGGINS  


Copenhagen Production Assistant  CAROLINE STEENBERG DAM  


Assistant Editor  THY QUACH  


2nd Assistant Editor (Creative Skillset Trainee)  CRAIG FERREIRA  


    


    


Sound Design and Post Production by  SOUND 24  


Sound Effects Editors  ROB MALONE  


  DANNY FREEMANTLE  


  TOM SAYERS  


  ALISTAIR HAWKINS  


Dialogue Editor  JAMES WICHALL  


Assistant Sound Editor  NICK FREEMANTLE  


    


    


ADR Recording   GOLDCREST POST  


ADR Mixer  PETER GLEAVES  


ADR Recordist   HARRY PLATFORD  


ADR Recording   SOUNDTRACK NY  


ADR Mixer  MARK DESIMONE, CAS  


ADR Recordist  TYLER NEWHOUSE  


ADR Voice Casting   BLEND AUDIO (UK)  


    


    


Foley recorded at   SHEPPERTON STUDIOS  


Foley Mixer  GLEN GATHARD  


Assistant Foley Mixer  JEMMA RILEY-TOLCH  


Foley Artists  PETER BURGIS  


  ZOE FREED  
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Foley Editor  PETER HANSON  


    


    


Sound re-recorded at   PINEWOOD STUDIOS  


Re-recording Mixers  BRENDAN NICHOLSON  


  ANDREW CALLER  


Additional Re-recording Mixer  IAN TAPP, CAS  


 Sound Mix Technicians  JOHN SKEHILL  


  MICHAEL CLAYTON  


    


    


Visual Effects by  FILMGATE  


Visual Effects Producers  SEAN WHEELAN  


  MALIN LEUCHOVIUS  


Visual Effects Supervisors  ALAN BANIS  


  DANIEL NIELSEN  


Visual Effects Coordinators  ELIN PLANTIN  


  FREYA WHEELAN  


  IRENE PROKOPETS  


Visual Effects Pipeline Manager  HENRIK NORIN  


Visual Effects Artists 


BORIS GRYAZNOV JESPER NYBROE NADEJDA DOLOGOV  


DENIS REVA KRISTIAN TALAJIC NICK KOSTOMAROV  


GUSTAV TÖRNROTH LUDVIG ORVEGÅRD SONNY HAMBERG  


IVAN LINDFORS MIKE TIMOSCHENKO SEBASTIAN LOVÉN  


3D Artist  MAGNUS OLSSON  


Matte Painters  CHRISTIAN LINDHOLM  


  ELIN KOTHE  


Visual Effects Screening Facilities  DIRTY LOOKS  


Additional Visual Effects  ADAM INGLIS  


    


    


Picture Post Production by  PINEWOOD STUDIOS GROUP  


    


    


Colourist  ADAM INGLIS   


    


    


Digital Mastering Producer  THOM BERRYMAN   


Conform Editor  MAIMUNAH YAHKUP   


Deliverables Engineer  JASHESH JHAVERI  


    


    


Titles by  LIPSYNC DESIGN  


Head of Design  HOWARD WATKINS  


Senior Designer  JULIA HALL  


    


    


Stills Photographer  NICOLA DOVE  


EPK  IAIN OVENDEN  


Unit Publicity  FREUD   


  JO FERNIHOUGH  


  NICHOLA JEWITT  


  KATE LEE  


    


    


Archive Researcher  AILEEN MCCALLISTER  


    


    


Driver to Mr Nighy  BOB HOLE  


Unit Drivers  PAUL DELUCE  
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  JULIAN CHAPMAN  


  MURRAY ROBERT ASTON  


  ALEX CONWAY  


  JOHN COOK  


  GARETH PURSER  


  PETER MERCER  


  JOHN SMITH  


    


    


Security  AR LOCATION SERVICES  


Key Security  ANTHONY STAGLES  


  JOHN BARNES  


Additional Location Security (Wales)  GOLD SECURITY  


    


    


Unit Nurse  LINDA ROBERTS  


Health & Safety Advisor  GINA BIGGS  


    


    


Animals  A1 ANIMALS  


Animal Supervisor  LIZ THORNTON  


    


    


Catering London  J&J INTERNATIONAL  


Caterers  CLYDE LANE  


  CHRIS MCDOWALL  


  GREG ZALEWSKI  


Catering Wales  CHRISTOPHER LEE CATERING  


Caterers  CHRIS LEE  


  DARREN BARTLEY  


  DAVID COOPER  


    


    


For WILDGAZE FILMS 


Production Executive   BENNETT MCGHEE  


Production Coordinator   HANNAH DUNCAN  


Head of Development   JOSEPHINE DAVIES  


    


    


For NUMBER 9 FILMS 


Head of Production  JOANNA LAURIE  


Head of Development   KATE LAWRENCE  


Producer’s Assistant (Elizabeth Karlsen)  EMMA GREEN  


    


    


Accountant for Wildgaze Films and Number 9 Films  JOHN MORGAN  


    


    


For PINEWOOD PICTURES 


Head of Production  NICKY EARNSHAW  


Head of Distribution  GEMMA SPECTOR  


Head of Development & Acquisition  COURTNEY NOBLE  


Also for Pinewood Pictures  JEREMY BAXTER  


  PAMELA SLATER  


  GRAHAM SYLVESTER  


    


    


For PINEWOOD STUDIOS GROUP 


Operations Director Post Production  NIGEL BENNETT  


Technical Director  DARREN WOOLFSON  


Pinewood Post Coordinators  REBECCA BUDDS  
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  ABIGAIL DUNCAN  


Technical Operations Manager  PATRICK WILBRAHAM  


Audio Technical Operations Manager  PAUL GOVEY  


    


    


Legal Counsel  MAGDALENA DUKE  


Legal advisors to Pinewood Pictures and the  


Welsh Government 
 


REED SMITH LLP  


MICHAEL MAXTONE-SMITH 
 


    


    


For BBC FILMS 


Senior Business Manager     MICHAEL WOOD  


Head of Legal and Business Affairs                             ZOE BROWN  


Legal and Business Affairs Manager                           HELEN GILES  


Marketing Executive                                                        JACQUI BARR  


Legal and Production Assistant                                    RUTH SANDERS  


    


    


For FILM VÄST 


Head of Production  SIMON PERRY  


Business and Legal Affairs  KATARINA KRAVE  


    


    


For FILMGATE FILMS 


Co-Producer and Legal Services  PHIL RYMER  


Legal Services  LEWIS SILKIN  


    


    


Produced by RIPKEN PRODUCTIONS 


Commercial Director  CHARLES AUTY  


Legal & Business Affairs Director  TED CAWREY  


Legal & Business Affairs Associate  KATIE FITZGERALD-FRAZER  


Legal & Business Affairs Executive  HANNAH LOVETT  


Commercial Manager  NICOLAS SANDLER  


Finance Manager  DAISY TAM  


    


    


Worldwide Sales and Distribution by HANWAY FILMS 


Chief Operating Officer  JAN SPIELHOFF  


Director of International Sales  CHIARA GELARDIN  


Director of Sales & Distribution  CLAIRE TAYLOR  


Director of Marketing & Distribution  JONATHAN LYNCH-STAUNTON  


Director of Acquisitions  MATTHEW BAKER  


Head of Legal & Business Affairs  JUSTIN KELLY  


Business Affairs Executive  THOMAS MANN  


Sales Manager  ANNA CHETTLE  


    


    


Extras Casting  THE CASTING COLLECTIVE LIMITED  


Voice Coaches  REPRESENTATION UPSON EDWARDS  


Construction  CONSTRUCT SCENERY LIMITED  


Water Waders and support by  DIVING SERVICES UK  


Walkie Talkies / Production Phones supplied by  WAVEVEND  


Facilities supplied by  ANDY DIXON FACILITIES  


Action Vehicles supplied by  TLO FILM SERVICES  


Location Services  SP LOCATION RENTAL  


  SPOTLESS LOCATIONS  


  SUPPLY 2 LOCATION  


Camera and lenses supplied by   PANAVISION  


Lighting equipment supplied by  MBS LIGHTING  


Editing equipment and support by  HIREWORKS  
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Post Production Script  FATTS  


    


    


Production Legal Services  SHERIDANS  


Insurance provided by  MEDIA INSURANCE BROKERS LIMITED  


    


    


Completion Guarantee supplied by  


EUROPEAN FILM BONDS A/S and DFG DEUTSCHE FILMVERSICHERUNGSGEMEINSCHAFT 


Production Executives  PETER LA TERRIERE  


  SIMON BOSANQUET  


Legal Services  JOHAN EWING  


 


 


 


    


    


Collection Account Management by  FINTAGE COLLECTION ACCOUNT 


MANAGEMENT B.V. 


 


    


    


Score Performed by  BERLIN SESSION ORCHESTRA  


Conducted by  JORIS BARTSCH BUHLE  


Orchestrated by  MATT DUNKLEY  


  RACHEL PORTMAN  


Concert Master/Leader  ZSOLT TIHAMER VISONTAY  


Copyist/ Librarian  MAX KNOTH  


ProTools Operator  TOM RUSSBUELDT  


Recording & Mixing Engineer  TOBIAS LEHMANN  


Score Coordinator  DARRELL ALEXANDER  


Assistant to Rachel Portman  SARAH FUGGLE  


Music Recorded and Mixed at  TELDEX STUDIO, BERLIN  


    


    


Music Services provided by CUTTING EDGE 


Music Coordinator  ALISON BUTTERS  


Music Clearance & Licensing  LAUREN WEISS  


Executive Music Producers  COREY LERNER  


  JAMES GIBB  


Music Business & Legal Executive  JAIMIE LI  


    


Score published by FIRST SCORE MUSIC 


    


    


“BRIGHTON PROMENADE”  “SHINE ON HARVEST MOON” 


Written by Anthony Mawer  Written by Nora Bayes & Jack Norwoth 


Courtesy of De Wolfe Music USA  Performed by Rachel Portman 


  Courtesy of Cutting Edge Music (Holdings) Ltd. 


   


“SUNSET IN CAPRI”  “RED SAILS IN THE SUNSET” 


Written by Rudy Cipolla & Sheri Mignano 


Crawford 
 


Written by Wilhelm Grosz & Jimmy Kennedy 


Performed by Mattinata di Matteo  Performed by Rachel Portman 


  Courtesy of Zighi Baci  Courtesy of Cutting Edge Music (Holdings) Ltd. 


   


“RED SAILS IN THE SUNSET”  “GULF OF NAPLES” 


Written by Wilhelm Grosz & Jimmy Kennedy  Written by Alessandro Alessandroni 


Performed by Charlie Kunz, His Piano and  


The Casani Club Orchestra 
 Courtesy of FirstCom Music 


Courtesy of Decca Music Group Ltd.   
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Under licence from Universal Music Operations 


Ltd. 
  


   


“IN THE BLEAK MIDWINTER”  “IN THE BLEAK MIDWINTER” 


Written by Gustav Holst  Written by Gustav Holst 


Performed by Andrew Crowley 
 


Performed by Christ Church Cathedral Choir, 


Oxford & Stephen Darlington 


Courtesy of Cutting Edge Music (Holdings) Ltd.   Courtesy of Naxos of America 


   


“BALLAD FROM CAMPANIA”  “PROUD AND PROFANE” 


Written by Alessandro Alessandroni  Written by Ivor Slaney 


Courtesy of FirstCom Music  Courtesy of De Wolfe Music USA 


   


“THEY CAN’T BLACK OUT THE MOON”  “WILL YOU GO, LASSIE GO” 


Written by Bob Dale, Sonny Miller & Art Strauss 
 


Written by Francis McPeake & McPeake 


Family 


Performed by Stephanie Hyam, Claudia Jessie, 


& Rachel Portman 
 


Performed by Bill Nighy & Rachel Portman 


Courtesy of Cutting Edge Music (Holdings) Ltd.  Courtesy of Cutting Edge Music (Holdings) Ltd. 


   


“STRING QUINTET IN A MINOR, OP. 1, B. 7: II. LENTO” 


Written by Antonin Dvorak 


Performed by Vlach Quartet Prague 


Courtesy of Naxos of America 


By arrangement with HD Music Now 


   


 
 


 


Archive Footage courtesy of 


IMPERIAL WAR MUSEUM SHUTTERSTOCK KINOLIBRARY 


AP ARCHIVE/BRITISH MOVIETONE  BFI NATIONAL ARCHIVE  


    


    


Thanks to 


PENNY SKUSE AND ALLISON DOWZELL AT WALES SCREEN  THE FILM OFFICE AT LONDON UNDERGROUND 
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SAMANTHA PERAHIA AT BRITISH FILM COMMISSION  THE CRESSELLY ARMS 
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FELINE ALLENTOFT  CAROLINE LEVY  
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Produced with support from the Welsh Government Media Investment Budget 


    


    


Filmed at Pinewood Studios and on location in London and South Wales 


    


    


The events depicted in this film are fictitious. Any similarity to any person living or dead is merely coincidental. 


    


    


This Motion Picture is protected under the laws of the United Kingdom and other countries.  Unauthorised duplication, 


distribution or exhibition may result in civil liability and criminal prosecution.   


    


    


 


 


 
    


    


  With the support of the 


Wildgaze Films supported by the BFI’s Film Fund  Media Programme of the European Union 
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